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1 Introduction
In recent years there have been striking developments in the study of the algebraic K-theory of
fields (see [41], [16], [9]). These developments have resulted in the identification of the E2-term of
a spectral sequence converging to the algebraic K-theory of fields (rather a mod-p version of it) in
terms of Galois cohomology, and have resolved long standing conjectures of Milnor and Bloch-Kato
in the area. In particular the E2-term depends only on the absolute Galois group of the field. These
results raise a pair of questions.
• For a field F , is there a construction depending only on the absolute Galois group GF of F ,
which reconstructs the full K-theory spectrum of F , rather than an E2-term of a spectral
sequence? Can such a construction be made functorial for inclusions of subfields and the
corresponding inclusions of absolute Galois groups? Is the construction readily describable in
terms of well understood constructions on the absolute Galois group?
• The conjectures of Milnor and Bloch-Kato are cohomological statements about the absolute
Galois group, specifically that the cohomology is generated in degree one and that the relations
are quadratic. Are there properties more closely connected to the structure of the absolute
Galois group as a group which are relevant?
A conjectural answer to the first question in the case of geometric fields (i.e. fields containing an
algebraically closed subfield k) was proposed in [8], and proved in the case of abelian absolute Galois
groups. This conjecture is formulated as follows. We assume we are given a field F containing an
algebraically closed subfield k ⊆ F , let F denote its algebraic closure, and let GF denote its absolute
∗Research supported in part by NSF DMS-0406992
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Galois group Gal(F/F ), in general a profinite group. One can construct a version of the equivariant
K-theory spectrum, KG, which applies to profinite groups, and observe that KG(F ) ∼= K(F ). On
may also consider the natural map KG(k) → KG(F ) of spectra. This map is far from being
an equivalence since, for example, π0K
G(k) is the free abelian group on the continuous k-linear
representations of GF , where k is given the discrete topology, and on the other hand
π0K
G(F ) ∼= π0K(F ) ∼= Z
However, the spectra KG(k) and KG(F ) both carry multiplicative structures, which makes KG(F )
into a module over the commutative ring spectrumKG(k). See [15] and [23] for a discussion of these
multiplicative theories. In [7], a derived version of the completion construction for commutative
rings was developed, which associates to a homomorphism of commutative ring spectra f : A→ B
and an A-module M a completion of M along the homomorphism f , denoted by M∧f , which
agrees with the standard completion construction for finitely generated modules over Noetherian
commutative rings. We will denote by ε the homomorphism KG(k)→ Hl which is induced by the
functor which assigns to every representation of GF its dimension mod l, where Hl is the mod-l
Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum, regarded as the result of an infinite loop space machine applied to
the symmetric monoidal category with object set equal to Z/lZ, and with only identity morphisms.
At this point, we may construct derived completions along the homomorphism ε, to obtain a map
αF : K
G(k)∧ε → KG(F )∧ε
called the representational assembly, and the conjecture is that this map is an equivalence of spectra.
The difficulty in approaching this conjecture is that we do not have simple direct methods for
computing with the completions. We will instead approach the problem indirectly as follows. We
will construct an affine scheme EGF , with associated ring equipped with the discrete topology, and
equipped with a continuous action by the topological group GF . Equivariant K-theory can be
suitably defined for such actions. The scheme EGF has the following properties.
1. The maps
KGF (Spec(k))∧ε → KGF (EGF )∧ε
and
KGF (Spec(F ))∧ε → KGF (Spec(F )× EGF )∧ε
are equivalences.
2. There is a well-defined notion orbit scheme for EF , and there are equivalences
K(EGF /GF )→ KGF (EGF )
and
K(Spec(F ) ×
GF
EGF )→ KGF (Spec(F )× EGF )
This follows from a freeness property of EGF .
3. There is a natural equivalence KGF (EGF )∧ǫ ∼= KGF (EGF )∧l , where (−)∧l denotes Bousfied-
Kan l-adic completion.
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These properties give rise to the following diagram.
KGF (Spec(k))∧ε K
GF (EGF )∧ε K(EGF /GF )∧l
KGF (Spec(F ))∧ε K
GF (Spec(F )× EGF )∧ε K(Spec(F ) ×GF
EGF )∧l
❄
αF
✲
❄
✛
❄
η
✲ ✛
The goal is to prove that αF is an equivalence. Properties (1) and (3) above show that all the
horizontal maps are equivalences, and it therefore follows that it will suffice to prove that the right
hand vertical map η is an equivalence. Proving that the map η is an equivalence can be thought
of as a parametrized rigidity theorem. We will use this reduction in the paper [10] to prove the
conjecture. Some comments on the construction are in order.
• EG is not functorial for homomorphisms of groups, and it depends on a number of choices.
Moreover, EGF is not even A1-contractible, as its algebraic K-theory is not isomorphic to the
algebraic K-theory of the base field k. What can be proved is that it is potentially l-adically
contractible, in that K(EGF ) has l-adic completion equivalent to the l-adic completion of
K(k). We believe that there should ultimately be canonical constructions for the universal
space of a profinite group, and that our construction is a particular model which is l-adically
equivalent to it.
• The equivariantK-theory of EGF is interesting in that the natural action of the representation
ring of GF , R[GF ], on K∗(EGF ) has the property that the augmentation ring of R[GF ] acts
trivially on it. This fact is crucial in the proof of Property (3) above.
• The construction of EGF relies on a structural property shared by all absolute Galois groups
of geometric fields, that of total torsion freeness, which asserts that the abelianization of any
closed subgroup of GF is torsion free. This is a surprisingly restrictive property for groups,
and permits the construction of free actions on varieties of the form Gnm, which turn out to
be extremely useful.
• EGF is of the form Spec(A), where A =
⋃
n k[t
± 1
ln
s ; s ∈ S], where S is some indexing set.
• There has been a great deal of work on reconstructing the arithmetic of a fields from its Galois
group, see [30] and [4], for example. In the abstract, this asserts that one is able to reconstruct
the K-theory spectrum of the field from its absolute Galois group. The point of the present
work is to identify the K-theory spectrum in terms of well understood constructions on the
absolute Galois group, with the expectation that such understanding will make applying
K-theory to arithmetic problems will be made easier.
• There is another formulation of the main conjecture, which would replace the ring spectra
which occur by their counterparts within equivariant spectra, and would therefore naturally
replace all homotopy groups which occur by their corresponding Mackey functors, and fur-
ther replace the representation rings by their Green functor counterparts (see [5]). The two
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conjectures are not a priori equivalent, since the relationship between the completion in the
category of rings and the completion in the Green functor context is not at all clear. Indeed,
our results are proved for fields whose absolute Galois group is a pro-l group, although we
expect to deal with the general case in future work. Moreover, the evaluation of the Mackey
functor completion would be expected in general to be very difficult, since very simple ques-
tions about, for example, derived functors of tensor products are quite difficult in the Green
functor situation [40]. C. Barwick has developed methods for proving the Mackey/Green
functor version of the conjecture. Presumably one will find that our methods will permit the
computation of the derived completions in the Mackey/Green functor version, in terms of
derived completions of ordinary rings.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 records preliminary material, including a discussion of
actions of profinite groups on affine schemes which will be important for the construction of EGF .
Section 3 defines totally torsion free profinite groups, and proves that absolute Galois groups all
enjoy this property. Section 4 develops a method for constructing profinite group actions on certain
(non-Noetherian) affine schemes. The schemes in question are the inverse limits of systems of the
form
· · · ×l−→ Gnm ×l−→ Gnm ×l−→ Gnm ×l−→ Gnm
and ultimately EGF will be constructed as an infinite product of such schemes. We are able to
construct actions on such varieties from affine representations over Zl of GF . Section 5 actually
constructs EGF , using the totally torsion free property to construct sufficiently many such affine
representations. Section 6 is a technical section, which studies the representation rings of profinite
l-groups which are an extension of a torsion free, topologically finitely generated, abelian profinite
l-group by a finite l-subgroup of the symmetric group. Sections 7 and 8 now use this preparatory
work to prove the main result.
The author wishes to thank B. Conrad, P. Diaconis, D. Dugger, L. Hesselholt, T. Lawson, G. Lyo,
I. Madsen, D. Ramras, R. Vakil, and K. Wickelgren for numerous helpful conversations on this
work.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 General
We will assume that the reader is familiar with the theory of ring spectra and modules over them,
as well as the notion of a commutative ring spectrum. We will use the version of this theory which
uses symmetric spectra, which is presented in [33]. In particular, we will assume the reader is
familiar with the standard choices of model structures on this category, and the associated notions
of cofibrant objects, as well asHomA(M,N),M ∧
A
N and universal coefficient and Ku¨nneth spectral
sequences converging to them. We will also assume familiarity with homotopy limits and colimits in
this category. Throughout the paper, a spectrum will mean a symmetric spectrum, a ring spectrum
will mean a symmetric ring spectrum, and a commutative ring spectrum will mean a commutative
symmetric ring spectrum.
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2.2 K-theory
There are numerous versions of the construction of the K-theory spectra associated with various
kinds of categorical input data. We will require two of them. The first is the construction to A.
Elmendorf and M. Mandell [14]. It takes as input small permutative categories, and produces from
that construction a spectrum. It advantage is that the category theoretic information required to
impose a commutative ring spectrum structure on the resulting spectrum, and to produce module
spectra over such spectra, is codified in [14]. This kind of multiplicative structure is at the core of
the results of this paper. The second construction (due to Waldhausen [42]) takes as input data
a category with cofibrations and weak equivalences, and produces a K-theory spectrum from this
data. It has the advantage that it has the excision properties proved to exist by Quillen ([31]), such
as localization and devissage. Each Waldhausen category can be regarded as a small permutative
category, to which the Elmendorff-Mandell construction applies, and there is a sequence of natural
equivalences of spectra relating the two constructions which are described in [8], section 4. We will
denote the Elmendorff-Mandell construction by K and the Waldhausen construction by K. We also
define a weakening of the notion of a ring spectrum as follows.
Definition 2.1 By a weak ring spectrum, we mean a spectrum R equipped with a map R∧R→ R
which is homotopy associative in the evident sense. By a module over a weak ring spectrum R,
we will mean a spectrum M equipped with a map R ∧M → M , where the diagrams involving the
structure maps commute up to homotopy. The Waldhausen construction readily produces weak ring
structures from tensor products on modules, as well as modules from appropriate notions of tensor
products.
Remark: The reason we need both constructions is the following. In order to define our derived
completion construction, we will need to have the precise commutative ring structure on our spec-
tra afforded by the Elmendorf-Mandell model. On the other hand, for computation behavior of
homotopy groups, it is particularly important to realize constructions such as homotopy fibers as
the K-theory of categories themselves, and this can be carried out effectively using the Waldhausen
construction. We note that the structure of a weak ring spectrum is sufficient to compute behavior
on homotopy groups. The natural equivalences allow us to go back and forth between models to
obtain the required information.
Proposition 2.1 Let C an abelian category, equipped with a strictly associative symmetric monoidal
product, which turns C into a bipermutative category in the sense of [14]. Then the following hold.
1. K(C) is naturally a commutative ring spectrum in the sense of [14].
2. Let D ⊆ C be a Serre subcategory, with the property that it is closed under tensor product
with any object in C. Then the quotient category C/D is also bipermutative, and K(C/D) is
also a commutative ring spectrum.
3. The natural equivalence between K and K respects the weak ring spectrum structures, where
the weak ring spectrum structure on K is simply the forgetful one obtained from the full ring
spectrum structure.
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4. Given C and D as above, the homotopy fiber of the evident map K(C)→ K(C/D) is a K(C)-
module. As a weak K(C)-module, it is equivalent to K(D).
2.3 Equivariant algebraic K-theory
We will fix an algebraically closed ground field k throughout this paper. In this section we will
define the equivariant algebraic-K-theory of finite group actions on certain commutative rings. We
will be addressing the fact that in order to build the schemes we require, we will have to leave
the Noetherian setting. The suitable setting will be that of coherent commutative rings, for which
the category of finitely presented modules is an abelian category. We will let R[G] denote the
representation ring of the group G in an algebraically closed field k, which is a fixed ground field
throughout the paper. We also let IG denote the augmentation ideal, i.e. the kernel of the natural
augmentation R[G]→ Z. We recall from [19] the following definition.
Definition 2.2 A commutative ring A is said to be coherent if for every homomorphism f : F0 −→
F1 of finitely generated free A-modules, the kernel of f is a finitely generated A-module.
A standard fact about coherent rings is the following.
Proposition 2.2 The category of finitely presented modules over a coherent ring A is an abelian
category.
The following result is an extension of Proposition 4.5 of [8].
Proposition 2.3 Let D be a directed set, and let F be a functor from the associated category to
the category of rings. Suppose further that F (d ≤ d′) is faithfully flat for all d ≤ d′, and that all
the rings F (d) are coherent. Then the ring colim
D
F is coherent.
Proof: The proof is identical to the proof of Proposition 4.5 of [8], and we omit it. 
Definition 2.3 We say a ring is Noetherian approximable if it can be described as a colimit over
a directed set of Noetherian rings, with the transition maps in the colimit being faithfully flat.
Given a coherent commutative ringA, it is not known whether or not a polynomial ringA[x1, . . . , xn]
is also coherent. However, this does hold for Noetherian approximable rings A.
Proposition 2.4 Let A be a Noetherian approximable commutative ring. Then the ring B =
A[xs; s ∈ S], where S is some indexing set, is Noetherian approximable and therefore coherent.
Proof: B can be described as the colimit of rings of the form R[x1, . . . , xt], where R is Noetherian,
and where the transition maps in the colimit are faithfully flat. R[x1, . . . , xn] is Noetherian, and
the maps in the system are clearly faithfully flat, hence the result. 
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We let A be a coherent commutative ring, equipped with an action by a finite group G.
Definition 2.4 By a G-twisted A-module, we will mean a finitely presented A-module M equipped
with a k-linear G-action so that g · (α ·m) = αg · (g ·m) for all g ∈ G,α ∈ A, and m ∈ M . The
G-twisted A-modules form a category whose morphisms are the equivariant A-linear maps, which
we denote ModG(A).
Proposition 2.5 Given A and G as above, the category ModG(A) is an abelian category.
Proof: Clear. 
Although we will primarily be considering affine schemes, we will use ring and scheme terminology
interchangeably.
Definition 2.5 We will define the G-equivariant K-theory on the category of coherent commutative
rings to be the algebraic K-theory of the full subcategory of ModG(A) on the finitely presented G-
twisted modules, and denote it by KG(A). KG is functorial for flat homomorphisms of coherent
commutative rings with G action. In the case of Noetherian rings, this is what would usually be
referred to as G-theory or K ′-theory.
In the case of a point, i.e. A = k, we have that KG(k) is simply the category of finite dimensional k-
linear representations of G. π0(K
G(k)) is then the k-linear representation ring R[G]. In particular,
if either (1) Char(k) = 0 or (2) Char(k) is relatively prime to #(G), then π0K
G(k) is isomorphic
to the usual complex representation ring or character ring of G. KG(k) is a commutative ring
spectrum. It is also equipped with an augmentation ǫ : KG(k)→ K(k), which forgets the G action,
and for which applying π0 induces the usual augmentation on representation rings, which we also
refer to as ǫ.
We need a brief discussion of orbit schemes. From [21], it is known that for finite group actions on
affine schemes, there is always a categorical orbit scheme which is the spectrum of the fixed point
subring of the action.
Proposition 2.6 Suppose that the action of G on an affine scheme X = Spec(A) is free in the
sense that it is free on the set of all points, where a point denotes a morphism Spec(Ω) → X for
some algebraically closed field Ω containing k. Then there is a natural equivalence KG(A) ∼= K(AG).
It is induced by the composite
K(AG)→ KG(AG)→ KG(A)
Equivalently, for free G-actions we have an equivalence K(S/G)→ KG(X).
Proof: The equivalence of categories from which this equivalence results is proved in [22]. 
We call group actions satisfying the above conditions etale. The following is well known.
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Proposition 2.7 The category of affine schemes admits arbitrary inverse limits. The ring of all
global sections of an inverse limit is the corresponding colimit of the rings of global sections of the
component schemes.
Proposition 2.8 Let G be a finite group, and let X denote a diagram of affine schemes with
G-action. If all the G actions composing the diagram are etale, then so is the G-action on limX.
Proof: For any algebraically closed field Ω, the set of maps Spec(Ω) → limX is the inverse limit
of the sets of maps from Spec(Ω) to the component schemes. An inverse limit of free G-sets over a
directed set is always free. 
Given an action of a finite group G on a scheme X, and a G-invariant subscheme Y ⊆ X, we define
the category NilG(X,Y ) to be the category of G-twisted X-modules whose support lies entirely in
Y .
2.4 Profinite group actions on commutative rings
We begin with the definition of profinite groups. The basic material on profinite groups is contained
in [32].
Definition 2.6 A topological group G is a profinite group if it is Hausdorff, compact, and totally
disconnected. It follows from this definition that G is the inverse limit of the inverse system of
finite groups {G/N}N , where the indexing ranges over the closed normal subgroups of G of finite
index.
Proposition 2.9 Let G be a profinite group. Then a subgroup of G is open only if it is closed and
of finite index.
We next consider continuous actions of a profinite group G on discrete sets X.
Proposition 2.10 Let X be a discrete set, and suppose that we are given an action of a profinite
group G on X. Then the action is continuous if and only if the stabilizers Gx are closed subgroups
of finite index of G for all x ∈ X.
Proof: From the discreteness of X, it follows that α−1(x) is an open set in G×X for all x ∈ X,
where α : G×X → X is the action map. A subset of G×X is open if and only if it is of the form
∐
x∈X
Ux × {x}
where each Ux is an open set in G. On the other hand,
α−1(x) =
∐
γ∈Γ
Gxγ
−1 × γ · x
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It is now clear that this set is open if and only if Gx is an open subgroup of G, i.e. that it is closed
and of finite index by Proposition 2.9. 
We also have the following result on transitive G-spaces.
Proposition 2.11 Let X be a topological space with a continuous transitive action of a profinite
group G, and let Gx denote the stabilizer of a point x ∈ X. Then if X is Hausdorff, we have that
X is G-homeomorphic to the quotient space G/Gx, and Gx is a closed subgroup of G.
Proof: It is immediate that X is compact, since it is the surjective image of the compact space G.
The natural map G/Gx → X is a bijective continuous map from one compact Hausdorff space to
another, and is therefore a homeomorphism. It is direct that G/Gx is Hausdorff if and only if Gx
is closed. 
Definition 2.7 Let G be a profinite group. By a continuous affine G-scheme A, we will mean a
continuous action of G on a commutative ring A equipped with the discrete topology.
Example: Let G and Gsep be the Galois groups of k, the algebraic closure of a field k, and ksep, its
absolute closure. Then the actions of G and Gsep on Spec(k) and Spec(ksep) are continuous affine
G (respectively Gsep)-schemes.
Example: Let G denote the l-adic integers, and let A =
⋃
n k[t
± 1
ln ]. The group of automorphisms
of A leaving k[t±1] elementwise fixed is isomorphic to Zl, and the action of Zl on A is a continuous
affine Zl-scheme.
Let G be a profinite group, and let A be a continuous affine G-scheme. Let B denote the fixed point
subring AG. For every closed normal subgroup N of finite index in G, we may consider the scheme
Spec(AN ). These schemes fit together into an inverse system of affine schemes {Spec(AN )}N , and
we may regard the inverse system as an inverse system of sets, by simply considering the points of
the schemes. We also have the group actions
G/N × Spec(AN ) −→ Spec(AN )
which fit together into an action of a pro-group on a pro-set. For every p ∈ Spec(B), we may
consider the fiber over p in lim
←−
Spec(AN ), denoted by Fp, and find that we obtain a continuous
action of G on Fp.
Proposition 2.12 Let A be a continuous affine G-scheme, with B = AG. Then the map
π : Spec(A)→ Spec(B)
is surjective, and all the fibers π−1(p) are transitive G-sets. Moreover, π−1(p) is homeomorphic to
a G-space of the form G/G′, where G′ is a closed subgroup of G.
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Proof: For every closed subgroup of finite index K ⊆ G, we have the subring AK of elements of
A fixed by K. The ring A is equal to the union
⋃
AK as K varies over smaller and smaller closed
subgroups of finite index in G, because the stabilizer of every element of A is a closed subgroup of
finite index in G by Proposition 2.10. We will now show that the natural map
α : Spec(A) −→ lim
←−
Spec(AK)
is a bijection. To show that α is injective, consider two prime ideals p and q in A. If p 6= q, then
there is an element a ∈ A with a an element of one of p and q and not in the other, say a ∈ p
and a /∈ q. But we have seen that a ∈ AK for some closed subgroup K of finite index in G. It
follows that the images of p and q in Spec(AK) are distinct, which gives the injectivity of α. For
surjectivity, we first note that elements lim
←−
Spec(AK) correspond exactly to families {pK}K , where
the system varies over the closed subgroups of finite index, where each pK is a prime ideal in A
K ,
and where we have the consistency condition πKK ′(pK) = pK ′ whenever K ⊆ K ′. Here πKK ′ denotes
the restriction map Spec(AK) → Spec(AK ′). Given a family F = {pk}K as above, we define a
subset pF ⊆ A to be the set of all elements a ∈ A such that there exists a closed subgroup K ⊆ G
of finite index so that a ∈ pK ⊆ AK . We will verify that pF is a prime ideal in A. We first make
the elementary observation that if a ∈ pK for some K, then a ∈ pK ′ for all closed subgroups of
finite index K ′ ⊆ K. We verify that pF is closed under addition. Suppose a, a′ ∈ pF , and fix closed
subgroups of finite indexK and K ′ so that a ∈ pK and a′ ∈ pK ′ . Now, the subgroupK∩K ′ is also a
closed subgroup of finite index, and both a and a′ are elements of pKK′ , consequently a+a
′ ∈ pKK′ ,
which means that a + a′ ∈ pF . To see that pF is an ideal, we consider a ∈ A and i ∈ pF . Select
closed subgroups of finite index K and K ′ so that a ∈ AK and i ∈ pK ′ . We then have a ∈ AK∩K ′
and i ∈ pK∩K ′ , and therefore that a · i ∈ pK∩K ′ . Finally, to see that pF is prime, consider a, a′ ∈ A
for which a ·a′ ∈ pF . Select a closed subgroup of finite index K so that a, a′ ∈ AK . Since a ·a′ ∈ pF ,
there is another closed subgroup of finite index K ′ so that a · a′ ∈ pK ′ . We then have that a, a′,
and a · a′ all lie in AK∩K ′ and that a · a′ ∈ pK∩K ′ . Because of the primeness of pK∩K ′, it follows
that either a or a′ is an element of pK∩K ′ , and consequently that either a or a
′ lies in pF . Under
the identification
Spec(A) −→lim
←−
Spec(AN )
The fiber π−1(p) is identified with Fp above.
We next note that the maps πKK ′ : Spec(A
K) → Spec(B) are surjective for any closed normal
subgroup of finite index K ⊆ G. This result is immediate from Proposition 1.1 of [21], applying it
to the action of the finite group G/K on Spec(AK). The surjectivity statement above now follows
immediately.
For the transitivity of the G action on the fibers of the map π, we proceed as follows. We first note
that Spec(A) can also be described as
lim
←−
Spec(AN )
where N ranges over the closed normal subgroups of finite index in G, due to the finality of the
closed normal subgroups of finite index in the set of all closed subgroups of finite index. For each
such N , and pair of elements x, y ∈ Spec(A), we consider the subset ΦN (x, y) ⊆ G consisting of
all g ∈ G such that gxN = yN , where xN and yN denote the projections of x and y in Spec(AN ).
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We are letting G act on Spec(AN ) in the obvious way through the projection G → G/N . The
set ΦN (x, y) is non-empty due to the transitivity statement for finite group actions on rings made
in Proposition 1.1 of [21]. Moreover, if we have N ′ ⊆ N , then ΦN ′(x, y) ⊆ ΦN (x, y). It is clear
that the sets ΦN (x, y) are closed subsets of G, and for a fixed choice of x and y, have the finite
intersection property. Therefore, due to the compactness of G,
⋂
N
ΦN (x, y) 6= ∅
Any element in
⋂
N ΦN (x, y) will now carry x to y, giving the transitivity statement. We now know
that π−1(p) is a Hausdorff transitive continuous G-set, and conclude from Proposition 2.11 that
π−1(p) is G-homeomorphic to a G-space of the form G/G′, where G′ is a closed subgroup of G. 
Corollary 2.1 For continuous affine G-schemes, a categorical orbit space exists, and Spec(AG) is
a choice of such an orbit space.
Proof: This is proved as in the finite case, performed in [21]. 
Let A,B, and G be as above. Let p be a prime ideal of A, and let Gp denote its stabilizer, which
will be called its decomposition group. Gp is a closed subgroup of G. Let k(p) denote the field
of fractions of A/p. Similarly, let q = p ∩ B, and write k(q) for the field of fractions of B/q.
There is an evident inclusion k(q) ⊆ k(p). The group Gp acts continuously on k(p), when k(p) is
equipped with the discrete topology. There is therefore a homomorphism from Gp to the Galois
group Gal(k(p), k(q)), which is in general a profinite group. This homomorphism is surjective.
This is stated explicitly in [21] in the case where G is finite, and the result in this context follows
immediately from this case by passing to inverse limits over Hausdorff finite quotients. The kernel
of this homomorphism is called the inertia group of p, and is clearly a closed subgroup of Gp. We
denote it by Ip.
We will also study the notion of etale actions in the context of profinite actions.
Definition 2.8 Let G be a profinite group, and let A be a continuous affine G-scheme. We say
the action is etale if each of the inclusions AG →֒ AK is an etale map for every closed subgroup of
finite index K. This is clearly equivalent to the condition that each inclusion AG →֒ AN is a Galois
cover with group G/N , where N varies over all the closed normal subgroups of finite index.
We have the following analogue of Corollary 2.4 of [21] for verifying that an action is etale.
Proposition 2.13 Let A be a commutative ring equipped with the discrete topology, and let a
profinite group G act continuously on A. Then the action is etale if and only if the inertia group
Ip is trivial for all prime ideals p of A.
Proof: This is a straightforward consequence of the case of a finite group G, for which a proof is
given in §2 of [21]. 
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There is a version of this criterion which will be useful to us. Let A and G be as above, and
let q denote any prime ideal of AG. Let Ω denote any algebraically closed field which admits an
embedding i : k(q) → Ω. We let H(A,Ω, i) denote the set of all ring homomorphisms A → Ω
extending the composite
AG → AG/q →֒ k(q) i−→ Ω
For any closed normal subgroup N of G of finite index, we similarly have the set H(AN ,Ω, i) and
we have restriction maps
H(AN
′
,Ω, i) −→ H(AN ,Ω, i)
whenever N ′ ⊆ N . It is readily verified that
H(A,Ω, i) ∼=lim
←
H(AN ,Ω, i)
and therefore further that H(A,Ω, i) is equipped with a continuous G action.
Proposition 2.14 The G-space H(A,Ω, i) is transitive, and is G-homeomorphic to the quotient
G/Ip, where p is the kernel of some ring homomorphism A→ Ω extending i.
Proof: For the finite case, this is proved in §2 of [21]. The extension to the profinite case is direct.

Corollary 2.2 A continuous affine G-scheme is etale if and only if the G actions on all sets
H(A,Ω, i) are free, for all prime ideals p of AG and homomorphisms i : k(p) →֒ Ω for all algebraically
closed fields Ω.
In order to define the equivariant algebraic K-theory of continuous affine G-schemes, we extend
the quasi-Noetherian condition to such actions.
Definition 2.9 We say that a continuous affine G-scheme (A,G) is coherent if A is a coherent
ring. We say it is totally coherent if AN is a coherent ring for all closed subgroups N ⊆ G.
We now define the category of twisted G modules for coherent continuous affine G-schemes.
Definition 2.10 Let (A,G) be a ring A equipped with a continuous action by a profinite group G,
where we assume that A is equipped with the discrete topology. By a G-twisted module over A, we
mean an A -module M , endowed with the discrete topology, together with a continuous action by
G, which is compatible with the G action on A via the formula
g · (αm) = αg · gm
The G-twisted A-modules form an abelian category. A G-twisted A-module is said to be finitely
presented if the underlying module is a finitely presented A-module. In the case of coherent contin-
uous affine G-schemes, the finitely presented G-twisted A-modules also form an abelian category.
We will write ModG(A) for the category of finitely presented G-twisted A-modules.
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We now define the equivariant algebraic K-theory of coherent continuous affine G-schemes.
Definition 2.11 Given a coherent continuous affine G-scheme (A,G), by the equivariant K-theory
of A, denoted KG(A), we will mean the K-theory of the Waldhausen category associated to the
abelian category ModG(A).
With this definition, we would now like to provide an analogue to Proposition 2.6 for actions of a
profinite group.
Begin with some results on coherent rings.
Proposition 2.15 Let f : A→ B be a faithfully flat morphism of rings. Then an A-module M is
finitely generated (respectively finitely presented) if and only if B ⊗
A
M is finitely generated (finitely
presented).
Proof: This is Corollary 1.11 of [22] 
Corollary 2.3 Let f : A → B be a faithfully flat morphism of rings. If B is coherent, then so is
A.
Proof: We will need to prove that the kernel of a homomorphism f : F → F ′ between finitely
generated A-modules is finitely generated. Because of the flatness, we have an exact sequence
0→ B ⊗
A
Ker(f)→ B ⊗
A
F → B ⊗
A
F ′
The coherence of B now gives that B ⊗
A
Ker(f) is finitely generated. Proposition 2.15 now gives
the result. 
Corollary 2.4 Let A be a coherent commutative ring equipped with the discrete topology, and let
a profinite group G act continuously on A. If the G-action is etale, then the fixed point subring AG
is coherent.
Proof: The action being etale implies that the inclusion AG →֒ A is faithfully flat. 
Corollary 2.5 For any continuous etale action of a profinite group G on a coherent ring A, AG
is coherent there is a natural map
K(AG)→ KG(AG)→ KG(A)
In the terminology of schemes X = Spec(A), there is a map ηX : K(X/G)→ KG(X) when X is a
coherent affine scheme, natural for flat maps of schemes.
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We wish to prove that ηX is an equivalence. In the case of a finite group G, this result follows
from Theorem II.5.1 of [25], by proving that the functors M →MG from ModG(A) to Mod{e}(AG)
and M → B ⊗
A
M from Mod{e}(AG) to ModG(A) are inverse equivalences of categories. The fact
that both functors preserve the subcategories of finitely presented modules follows from the faithful
flatness of the inclusion AG →֒ A together with Proposition 2.15 above.
Proposition 2.16 The natural transformation ηX is an equivalence for any continuous etale action
of a profinite group G on an affine scheme X = Spec(A), where A is coherent.
Proof: We may construct the categories ModG/N (AN ) for any closed normal subgroup N ⊆ G of
finite index. We note that all the rings AN are coherent by Corollary 2.3, and that all N ⊆ N ′ the
inclusions AN →֒ AN ′ are faithfully flat, because they are etale ring extensions. It follows that we
have a directed system N → ModG/N (AN ), where the functors
ModG/N (AN )→ ModG/N ′(AN ′)
are defined to be AN
′ ⊗
AN
−. There is therefore a functor
j :colim
−→
N
ModG/N (AN )→ ModG(A)
which we claim is an equivalence of categories. This will suffice to prove the result, because each
of the functors Mod{e}(AG) → ModG/N (AN ) is an equivalence of categories by the validity of the
result for finite group actions mentioned above.
We proceed to prove that j is an equivalence of categories. We first observe that j is surjective
on isomorphism classes of objects. In order to do this, we will first give a description of G-twisted
modules over A whose underlying A-module is free in terms of matrices. Suppose F is a free
module with continuous G-action twisted compatibly with the action of G on A. We fix a basis
B = {b1, . . . , bt} for F . Because of the continuity of the action, it is clear that there is a closed
normal subgroup N of finite index in G so that N fixes the set B elementwise. It follows that the
action of an element g ∈ G on an element of B depends only on its coset in G/N . For each coset γ
in G/N , we then obtain a t× t matrix M(γ) with entries in A, defined by M(γ)(bj) =
∑
iM(γ)ijbi.
Let N be such that M(γ)ij ∈ AN for all γ and pairs (i, j). The coefficients of all the matrices M(γ)
are therefore acted on trivially by N , and therefore the action of G on the free AN -submodule
generated by B factors through G/N . The matrices M(γ) clearly satisfy the relations
M(γ1γ2) =M(γ1) ·M(γ2)γ1 (2–1)
where the superscript indicates entrywise action of G on the matrix M(γ2). Sets of matrices
{Mγ}γ ∈ G satisfying these relations in turn determine a G/N -twisted module over AN , and after
applying A ⊗
AN
−, over A. It is furthermore clear that the result is isomorphic to the original
G-twisted A-module, so we have proved that any continuous twisted G-module over A, with free
underlying module, is obtained by extension of scalars from a free twisted G/N -module over A, for
some closed normal subgroup of finite index N .
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Next, we will prove that given any homomorphism of G-twisted A-modules
f : A ⊗
AN
F0 → A ⊗
AN
F1
where F0 and F1 are G/N -twisted A
N -modules whose underlying modules are finitely generated
and free, there is an N ′ ⊇ N and homomorphism of G/N ′-twisted AN ′-modules
f : AN
′ ⊗
AN
F0 → AN ′ ⊗
AN
F1
so that f = A ⊗
AN′
f . To see this, we observe that given bases for F0 and F1, f determines a matrix
Mf with entries in A. The G-twisted modules F0 and F1 determine families of matrices {M0(γ)}γ∈G
and {M1(γ)}γ∈G with entries in AN , and the fact that f is a homomorphism of G-twisted A-modules
means that the equations
M1(γ)M
γ
f =MfM0(γ) (2–2)
hold for all γ ∈ G, when M0(γ) and M1(γ) are regarded as matrices with entries in A via the
homomorphism AN → A. As above, there is a N ′ ⊇ N so that all the entries of Mf lie in the image
of the homomorphism AN
′ → A, and we let Mf denote the matrix Mf regarded as a matrix with
entries in AN
′
. We know that the relations (2–2) hold in A, but this means that the relations
M1(γ)M
γ
f =MfM0(γ)
hold in AN
′
by the faithful flatness of the homomorphism AN
′ → A. The required homomorphism
f is now the homomorphism represented by the matrix Mf .
Next consider any finitely presented G-twisted A-module M , with a presentation
F1
f→ F0 →M → 0 (2–3)
where F0 and F1 are G-twisted AF -modules with finitely generated free underlying modules. Our
first argument above shows that there is closed normal subgroup of finite index N so that F0 and
F1 are extended from A
N , and the second shows that there is a N ′ ⊇ N so that f is extended
from AN
′
. Let F 0, F 1 be G/N
′-twisted AN
′
-modules (with free underlying modules) and f be a
homomorphism f : F 1 → F 0 of G/N ′-twisted AN ′-modules so that the presentation 2–3 is obtained
by applying A ⊗
AN′
− to the exact sequence
F 1
f→ F 0 → C → 0
of G/N ′-twisted AN
′
-modules, where C denotes the cokernel of f . It follows by flatness that
M ∼= A ⊗
AN′
C. It follows that the functor j above is surjective on isomorphism classes of objects.
To prove injectivity on isomorphism classes of objects, we suppose that we are given a closed
normal subgroup of finite index N ⊆ G and finitely presented G/N -twisted AN -modules M and
M ′, so that A ⊗
AN
M and A ⊗
AN
M ′ are isomorphic. We suppose we are given an isomorphism
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f : A ⊗
AN
M → A ⊗
AN
M ′ and its inverse f−1. Both f and f−1 are of the form A ⊗
AN′
f and
AN
′ ⊗
AN
f−1 for some N ′ and homomorphisms
f : AN
′ ⊗
AN
M → AN ′ ⊗
AN
M ′
and
f−1 : AN
′ ⊗
AN
M ′ → AN ′ ⊗
AN
M
But f and f−1 are also inverses, because they become so over A, and because of the faithful flatness
of AN
′ → A. It follows that f is an isomorphism, which gives the injectivity result for isomorphism
classes of objects.
Finally we will need to check that for any pair of objects x, y in C =colim
−→
N
ModG/N (AN ), j induces
a bijection
HomC(x, y)
∼→ HomModG(A)(j(x), j(y))
The injectivity of this map is immediate from the faithful flatness of all the maps AN → A. To see
the surjectivity, we assume that the objects x and y are represented by G/N -twisted AN -modules
M and M ′, respectively, equipped with presentations
F1
α→ F0 →M → 0
and
F ′1
β→ F ′0 →M ′ → 0
A homomorphism f from M to M ′ can be represented by a pair of homomorphisms f0 : F0 → F ′0
and f0 : F1 → F ′1 so that f0α = βf1. These homomorphisms can be represented by matrices, and
by arguments similar to the ones above we find that these matrices can be represented over AN for
some closed normal subgroup of finite index N ⊆ G. This gives the result. 
2.5 Homotopy properties
Let G be any finite group, and let G act by automorphisms on a vector space V over a field k via
a representation ρf. We suppose that #(G) is relatively prime to char(k). We may form the skew
polynomial ring k[V ]ρ[G] (see [20]). The following is now a formal observation.
Proposition 2.17 The category ModG(V ) (V is regarded as an affine scheme) is equivalent to the
category of finitely generated modules over the regular Noetherian ring k[V ]ρ[G].
Let Rep[G] denote the category of finite dimensional k-linear representations of G, which can be
identified with the category of finitely generated modules over the group ring k[G]. We have an
inclusion i : k[G] →֒ k[V ]ρ[G] and a projection π : k[V ]ρ[G] → k[G] of rings, sending the vector
space V identically to 0. The following result is now an immediate consequence of Theorem 7 of
[31].
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Theorem 2.1 The ring homomorphisms i and π give rise to exact functors
k[V ]ρ[G] ⊗
k[G]
− : Rep[G]→ ModG(V )
and
k[G] ⊗
k[V ]ρ[G]
− : ModG(V )→ Rep[G]
Both functors induce equivalences on K-theory spectra.
We will also need to describe how induction of representations works in this context. Let H ⊆ G
be an inclusion of finite groups, and let ρ denote a k-linear representation of H, with Vρ as the
representation space. The induced representation iGH(ρ) can be defined via the operation
k[G] ⊗
k[H]
− : Mod(k[H])→ Mod(k[G])
where for a ring A the category of finitely generated left A -modules is denoted by Mod(A). We
denote the representation space of iGH(ρ) by ViGH (ρ)
. There is a natural H-equivariant inclusion
Vρ →֒ ViG
H
(ρ), and consequently an inclusion of rings
k[Vρ]ρ[H] →֒ k[ViG
H
(ρ)]iG
H
(ρ)[G]
Proposition 2.18 Given H,G, and ρ as above, the following diagram of functors commutes.
Mod(k[H])
k[G] ⊗
k[H]
−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Mod(k[G])
k[Vρ]ρ[H] ⊗
k[H]
−
y
yk[ViGH (ρ)]iGH (ρ)[G] ⊗k[G]−
Mod(k[Vρ]ρ[H])
k[V
iG
H
(ρ)
]
iG
H
(ρ)
[G] ⊗
k[Vρ]ρ[H]
−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Mod(k[ViG
H
(ρ)]iG
H
(ρ)[G])
2.6 Completions
We recall from [7] that given a homomorphism of commutative ring spectra f : A → B, and an
A-module M , one may construct the derived completion M∧f . Here are some examples of this
construction.
Example: Any commutative ring may be thought of as a commutative ring spectrum via the
Eilenberg-MacLane construction. If f : A → B is a surjective homomorphism of commutative
Noetherian rings, and M is a finitely generated A-module, then the derived completion M∧f is the
Eilenberg-MacLane construction on the usual completion M∧I , where I is the kernel of f .
Example Let f : S0 → Hl be the mod l Hurewicz map, and let X be any spectrum (and therefore
an S0-module). Then X∧f is the usual Bousfield-Kan notion of completion of the spectrum at the
prime l (see [6]).
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Example: Let A = R[Zl] be the representation ring of the additive group of the l-adic integers,
defined as the direct limit of the representation rings of the finite cyclic l-th power order groups.
Let f : A → Fl be the augmentation followed by reduction mod l. Then A∧f is equivalent to the
l-adic completion of the integral group ring of the simplicial group of points on the circle group. In
particular, the homotopy groups are ∼= Zl for dimensions 0 and 1, and are ∼= 0 otherwise.
It has a number of useful properties which can be found in [7], and we record some of them here.
Let f : A→ B be a homomorphism of commutative ring spectra.
Proposition 2.19 Suppose that
M → N → P
is a cofibration sequence of A-modules. Then the naturally defined sequence
M∧f → N∧f → P∧f
is also a cofibration sequence.
Proposition 2.20 Suppose we are given a homomorphism λ : M → N of A-modules. Suppose
further that the derived smash product map idB ∧λ : B ∧
A
M → B ∧
A
N is an equivalence of spectra.
Then the natural map λ∧f : M
∧
f → N∧f is an equivalence of spectra. In particular, if B ∧A M ≃ ∗,
then M∧f ≃ ∗.
Remark: By the derived smash product, we mean the smash product construction applied to
cofibrant replacements for M and N . If they are already cofibrant, then one can apply the smash
product directly.
Proposition 2.21 Suppose that A is a (-1)-connected commutative ring spectrum, and that M is
a connective A-module. Suppose further that we have a homomorphism of commutative ring spectra
A→ Hl, and that for all n and i, we have that the groups Torπ0Ai (πnM,Fl) vanish. Then we have
M ∧
A
Hl ≃ ∗, and in particular M∧Hl ≃ ∗.
Proof: We have the Ku¨nneth spectral sequence converging to π∗(M ∧
A
Hl), whose E2-term is
Torπ∗A(π∗M,Fl). We also have the inclusion π0A →֒ π∗A, as the inclusion of the degree zero
component in the graded ring π∗A. We let B∗ denote the commutative graded ring Fl ⊗
π0A
π∗A. We
can now describe the functor Fl ⊗
π∗A
− from graded π∗A-modules to graded Fl-vector spaces as the
composite of the functor Fl ⊗
π0A
− from graded π∗A-modules to graded B∗-modules with the functor
Fl ⊗
B∗
− from the category of graded B∗-modules to graded Fl-vector spaces. The Grothendieck
spectral sequence now shows that the vanishing of the derived functors of the first functor forces
the vanishing of the derived functors of the composite. 
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Proposition 2.22 Let f : A → B be a homomorphism of (−1)-connected commutative ring spec-
tra, with π0(f) surjective, and let M be an A-module. Let I denote the kernel of π0(f). Suppose
that the π0A-modules πjM are such that for each j, there is an integer ej so that I
ej · πjM = {0}.
Then the natural map η :M →M∧f is an equivalence.
Proof: Theorem 7.1 of [7] reduces us to the case where A is the ring π0A, B is the ring π0B, and
M is a module for which IeM = {0} for some e. We then obtain the finite filtration
{0} = IeM ⊆ Ie−1M ⊆ · · · ⊆ I2M ⊆ IM ⊆M
each of whose quotients is annihilated by I. It follows from (6) of Proposition 3.2 of [7] that
η : IsM/Is+1M → (IsM/Is+1M)∧f is an equivalence. A straightforward application of Proposition
2.19 now gives the result. 
The following technical criterion will be useful in later sections.
Proposition 2.23 Let
M0
f0→M1 f1→M2 f2→ · · ·
be a directed system of module spectra over the commutative ring spectrum A. Suppose further that
we are given a homomorphism f : A → B of commutative ring spectra. Finally, suppose that the
Ind-groups
πt(B ∧
A
M0)→ πt(B ∧
A
M1)→ πt(B ∧
A
M2)→ · · ·
are Ind-trivial. Then the A-module M∞ = hocolim
r
Mr satisfies B ∧
A
M∞ ≃ ∗, and therefore
(M∞)
∧
f ≃ ∗.
Proof: Because smash products are colimit constructions, it is possible to commute the construc-
tions B ∧
A
− and colim, which shows that B ∧
A
M∞ ≃ ∗. 
One situation in which one can prove that the hypotheses of Proposition 2.23 are satisfied is treated
in the following result.
Proposition 2.24 Suppose f : A → B is a homomorphism of (−1)-connected commutative ring
spectra, which is surjective on π0, and suppose L is a connective commutative A-algebra. , equipped
with a homomorphism of commutative A-algebras ǫL : L→ B so that the diagram
A L
B
✲
❅
❅
❅❘f ❄
ǫL
commutes. Let IA ⊆ π0A denote the ideal Ker(f). Consider now an Ind-A-module of the form
L
×α0−→ L ×α1−→ L ×α2−→ · · · (2–4)
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where αi is an element of the ideal IA · π0L. Then Ind-groups
πt(B ∧
A
L)
πt(×α0)−→ πt(B ∧
A
L)
πt(×α1)−→ πt(B ∧
A
L)
πt(×α2)−→ · · · (2–5)
are Ind-trivial, and therefore by Proposition 2.23, the homotopy colimit L∞ = hocolim
i
L satisfies
B ∧
A
L∞ ≃ ∗.
Proof: From the theory of derived tensor products for modules over ring spectra, as developed in
[33], there is a spectral sequence with E2-term Tor
π∗A
∗ (π∗B,π∗L) converging to π∗(B ∧
A
L). We
now have an inductive system of spectral sequences corresponding to diagram 2–5 above, and claim
that maps in the system are identically zero. To prove this, we must show that any λ ∈ IA · π0L
induces the zero map on all Tor-groups. To see this, we write such a λ as
λ =
∑
s
isλs
where is ∈ IA, and λs ∈ π0L. If we can prove that each is induces the zero map on Tor-groups,
we will have verified the claim. But this is clear, since multiplication by elements of IA induce the
zero map on π∗B. Further, the colimit of the spectral sequences converges to the colimit of the
homotopy groups due to the strong convergence of the spectral sequences which is guaranteed by
the connectivity hypothes on A and B, which gives the result. 
Corollary 2.6 Suppose we are given A,B,L, and IA, are as in Proposition 2.24, and that ǫL :
L→ B is a homomorphism of commutative ring spectra so that the diagram
A L
B
✲
❅
❅
❅❘f ❄
ǫL
commutes. Let IL be the kernel of π0(ǫL). Suppose further that there is an integer N so that
INL ⊆ IA · π0(L). We suppose we are given an Ind-A-module as in (2–4) above, but with the
assumption that αi ∈ IL rather than that αi ∈ IA. Then the Ind-groups in (2–5) are trivial, and
we again have that B ∧
A
L∞ ≃ ∗
Proof: We note that any N -fold composite in the system (2–5) has its image in IA · π0(L), and a
standard cofinality argument gives the result. 
3 Totally torsion free groups
We recall that a topological group G is said to be profinite if it is Hausdorff, compact, and totally
disconnected. These properties imply that as a topological group, it can be expressed as an inverse
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limit of finite groups. Let l denote a prime. A profinite l-group is a profinite group whose only finite
quotients are finite l-groups. For any profinite group G, we define the commutator subgroup of G,
[G,G] to be the closure of the subgroup generated by elements of the form ghg−1h−1 in G. The
subgroup [G,G] is normal, and the quotient G/[G,G] will be denoted by Gab. It is the universal
profinite abelian quotient of G. One also has the following.
Proposition 3.1 Any closed subgroup of a profinite group is itself a profinite group. The quotient
of a profinite group by a closed normal subgroup is also a profinite group. In particular, any subgroup
containing a closed subgroup of finite index is itself a closed subgroup.
This is in §2.1 of [32].
We say a profinite l-group G is totally torsion free if for every closed subgroup K ⊆ G the quotient
group Kab is torsion free. Free abelian pro-l groups and free pro-l groups are totally torsion free,
and free products (in the category of profinite pro-l groups) of totally torsion free pro-l groups are
totally torsion free. However, the condition is quite restrictive, as the following example shows.
Example: The 2-adic Heisenberg group, i.e. the group of 3 × 3 upper triangular matrices with
entries in Z2 and ones on the diagonal is not TTF, although it is easily seen to be torsion free. To
see this, we note that the subgroup of matrices of the form


1 2k l
0 1 m
0 0 1


has abelianization isomorphic to
Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z/2Z
The matrix 

1 0 1
0 1 0
0 0 1


is not a commutator, but its square is.
Proposition 3.2 Let k be a field containing all roots of unity, with absolute Galois group Gk.
Then Gk is totally torsion free.
Proof: It clearly suffices to prove that Gabk is torsion free for all fields k containing all the roots
of unity. Kummer theory (see e.g. [26], §VI.8) tells us that Gabk is the Galois group of the infinite
extension kab =
⋃
m k((k
∗)
1
m ), and therefore that any non-identity element g ∈ Gabk acts non-
trivially on an element of the form m
√
κ for some m and κ ∈ k. Suppose now that gn = e in Gabk .
We have g · m√κ = ζ m√κ for some ζ ∈ µm(k). Now choose any n-th root ξ of m
√
κ. We see that
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g · ξ = ηξ for some mn-th root of unity η satisfying ηn = ζ. Now, gn · ξ = ηnξ = ζξ 6= ξ, which
contradicts the assumption that g is n-torsion. 
Remark: This structural property of Galois groups will allow us to identify completion construc-
tions based on representation theory with K-spectra of certain schemes which appear to be the
algebraic geometric version of the classifying space construction in topology. It would be interesting
to consider how this property relates with the Bloch-Kato conjecture.
4 Construction of some continuous affine G-schemes
Let G be a profinite l-group. We will need to construct continuous affine G-actions so as to be able
to assemble the scheme EG we require. In this section, we will construct such actions attached to
affine representations over Zl of G. By taking (infinite) products of schemes constructed in this
way, we will obtain the scheme EG discussed in the introduction when G is totally torsion free.
Definition 4.1 An affine Zl-module is a pair (F,X), where F is a free finitely generated Zl-module,
and X is a continuous simply transitive F -space. Here F is regarded as a topological abelian group,
and the simple transitivity means that for every x ∈ X, the natural map F → X given by f → f · x
is a homeomorphism. A based affine Zl-module is a triple (F,X,B) so that the pair (F,X) is an
affine Zl-module and B is a basis for the Zl-module F . An isomorphism of affine Zl-modules from
(F,X) to (F ′,X ′) is a pair (ϕ,χ), where ϕ : F → F ′ is a continuous isomorphism of Zl-modules
and χ : X → X ′ is a homeomorphism, and where the relationship
χ(f · x) = ϕ(f) · χ(x)
holds for all f and x. An isomorphism ϕ of based affine Zl-modules is an isomorphism of the
underlying affine Zl-modules which preserves Zl-multiples of basis elements, i.e. for all z ∈ Zl and
b ∈ B there exist z′ ∈ Z⋖ and b′ ∈ B so that ϕ(zb) = z′b′. If for all z and b, there is an element
z′ ∈ Zl so that ϕ(zb) = z′b, then the isomorphism is said to be a translation.
Proposition 4.1 For F a free, finitely generated Zl-module and a simply transitive G-space X,
we have an isomorphism
Aut(F,X) ∼= GL(F ) ⋉ F
For a based affine Zl-module (F,X,B) we have
Aut(F,X,B) ∼= ΣB ⋉ F
where ΣB denotes the symmetric group of permutations of the set B.
Proof: Clear from the definitions of the morphisms. 
Remark: The group Aut(F,X,B) is a profinite group. For every n > 0, we have the quotient of
X by the equivalence relation ≃n given by x ≃n y if and only if there is an element f ∈ lnF so
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that f · x = y. These equivalence relations are respected by the action of Aut(F,X,B), and the
quotients are finite sets.
Let (F,X,B) be a based affine Zl-module, and let A = Aut(F,X,B). Also, let T ⊆ A denote the
subgroups of translations. We now construct a family {ρs} of k-linear representations of A. Let
T∞ denote the inverse limit lim
←
µln , and choose a continuous identification α : Zl
∼→ T∞. Let
πs : T
∞ → µls be the projection. Fixing an element b ∈ B, we define a subgroup A′ ⊆ A to
be p−1(ΣB(b)), where p : A → ΣB is the natural projection, and where ΣB(b) ⊆ ΣB denotes the
stabilizer of the element b. We define a one dimensional character σs of A
′ by setting σs(b) = πsα(1),
σs(b
′) = 1 for b′ 6= b, and σs(ΣB(b)) = {1}. We define ρs to be the induced representation
IndAA′(σs)
Of course, each ρs now gives an action of A on the n-dimensional affine space over k by algebraic
automorphisms. We denote this variety with A-action by An(k, ρs). Note that the affine space also
is equipped with a fixed choice of coordinates, since it is an induced representation. The coordinates
correspond to the cosets ΣB/ΣB(b), which in turn correspond to the basis B of F . We define a self
map θ : An(k)→ An(k) by requiring that
θ(
∑
xbb) =
∑
xlbb
Proposition 4.2 The map θ is A-equivariant as a map from An(k, ρs+1) to A
n(k, ρs)
Proof: Immediate. 
We now consider the pro-scheme
· · · θ→ An(k, ρs+1) θ→ An(k, ρs) θ→ An(k, ρs−1)→ · · · θ→ An(k, ρ1) θ→ An(k, ρ0)
It is equipped with the action by A, and we will denote its inverse limit by A(F,X,B). This inverse
limit exists because the system consists of affine varieties, and is itself the affine scheme associated
to the ring
⋃
n k[t
1
ln ]. The A-action is a continuous affine A-action. We also construct the related
continuous affine A-action T(F,X,B), which is obtained by deleting the coordinate hyperplanes from
each An(k, ρs) for each s. We also define As(F,X,B) and T s(F,X,B) to be the representation An(k, ρs)
and the result of removing the coordinate hyperplanes from An(k, ρs), respectively.
Remark: The construction of A(F,X,B) and T(F,X,B) depends on the choice of b ∈ B. It is easy to
verify that varying this choice does not affect A(F,X,B) or T(F,X,B) up to isomorphism.
Proposition 4.3 The restriction of the A action on T(F,X,B) to T is an etale T-action.
Proof: Consider the direct system of rings
k[t±11 , . . . , t
±1
n ] ⊆ k[t
± 1
l
1 , . . . , t
± 1
l
n ] ⊆ k[t±
1
l2
1 , . . . , t
± 1
l2
n ] ⊆ · · ·
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where n is the rank of F , and let Ln denote its colimit. This system is identified with the system
of rings one obtains by applying the affine coordinate ring functor to the system defining T(F,X,B).
Further, Ln is an infinite Galois extension of k[t±11 , . . . , t±1n ], with Galois group Γ = Znl . The
restriction of the A-action on T(F,X,B) constructed above using the linear representations ρs, when
restricted to T, clearly provide an identification of T ∼= F with Γ, and the result now follows. 
Definition 4.2 For any pro-l group G, an affine l-adic representation (or l-BAR) is a continuous
homomorphism from G to the automorphism group of a based affine Zl-module. For any affine l-
adic representation η of G on an affine Zl module (F,X,B), we obtain actions of G on the schemes
A(F,X,B) and T(F,X,B) by pulling back the action of the automorphism group of (F,X,B) on these
schemes. We will denote these G-schemes by Aη and Tη. We also write Asη and T sη for the pullback
along η of the actions As(F,X,B) and T s(F,X,B).
There is a useful description of T sη which we will need.
Proposition 4.4 The scheme T sη can be identified with the quotient Tη/ls ·T, where T denotes the
full translation subgroup of A. G acts on this quotient, since the image of G under η normalizes
all the subgroups ls · T.
Proof: This is just the ring theoretic result that
⋃
n
k[t
± 1
ln
1 , . . . , t
± 1
ln
k ]
ls·T = k[t
± 1
ls
1 , . . . , t
± 1
ls
k ]

Proposition 4.5 Let η be any l-BAR. Then the continuous affine G-actions Aη × Spec(L) and
Tη × Spec(L) are both coherent, where L is any field equipped with a continuous action by G. As
always, it is assumed that L is equipped with the discrete topology.
Proof: It suffices to prove that the rings
⋃
n
L[x
1
ln
1 , . . . , x
1
ln
s ]
and ⋃
n
L[x
± 1
ln
1 , . . . , x
± 1
ln
s ]
are coherent rings for any field L. This follows immediately from Proposition 2.3 since the inclusions
L[x
1
ln
1 , . . . , x
1
ln
s ] →֒ L[x
1
ln+1
1 , . . . , x
1
ln+1
s ]
and
L[x
± 1
ln
1 , . . . , x
± 1
ln
s ] →֒ L[x±
1
ln+1
1 , . . . , x
± 1
ln+1
s ]
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are all flat. 
Given a possibly infinite set of l-BAR’s {ηi}, the schemes
∏Aηi and
∏ Tηi both are also continuous
affine G-schemes.
Corollary 4.1 Both
∏Aηi and
∏ Tηi are coherent.
Proof: It will suffice to prove that the rings
⋃
n
L[x
1
ln
1 , . . . , x
1
ln
s , . . .]
and ⋃
n
L[x
± 1
ln
1 , . . . , x
± 1
ln
s , . . .]
are coherent. This follows easily from Proposition 2.3 since the inclusions
⋃
n
L[x
1
ln
1 , . . . , x
1
ln
s ] →֒
⋃
n
L[x
1
ln
1 , . . . , x
1
ln
s+1]
and ⋃
n
L[x
± 1
ln
1 , . . . , x
± 1
ln
s ] →֒
⋃
n
L[x
± 1
ln
1 , . . . , x
± 1
ln
s+1 ]
are all flat. 
We now have the following definition.
Definition 4.3 Let G be a profinite group, and suppose K is any closed subgroup of finite index.
We say an affine l-adic representation η of G is K-principal if the stabilizer in G of any x ∈ Xη
is equal to K. Note that it follows that K is normal. Clearly, the condition is equivalent to the
condition that X is a free G/K-set.
The following lemma is an l-adic analogue of the results of Auslander and Kuranishi concerning
the structure of fundamental groups of flat manifolds [3].
Lemma 4.1 Let K ⊆ G be a closed normal subgroup of a profinite group G. Then a based affine l-
adic representation η of a G group is K-principal if and only if the image of η in the automorphism
group of Xη is torsion free.
Proof: We let F be a free finitely generated Zl-module with basis B, so that
(Fη ,Xη, Bη) ∼= (F,F,B)
where F acts on itself by translation. The automorphism group of (F,F,B) is a semidirect product
ΣB ⋉ F . The group ΣB acts on F by permuting the basis B, and we describe the action of an
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element (σ, f), where σ ∈ ΣB and f ∈ F by (σ, f) · f ′ = σ · f ′ + f . Given an element (σ, f) of
ΣB ⋉ F , the action of (σ, f) on F has a fixed point if and only if f = v − σv for some v ∈ F .
This condition is in turn equivalent to the requirement that any Zl-linear function which satisfies
f · σ = f vanishes on f . Functions satisfying this condition form a free Zl-module of rank equal
to the number of cycles in the cycle decomposition of the permutation σ, with the characteristic
functions on orbits forming a basis. On the other hand, (σ, f) has finite order n if and only if
σn = e and
f + σ · f + σ2 · f + · · ·+ σn−2 · f + σn−1 · f = 0
Let {oi}i denote the collections of orbits under action of σ, and let πi denote the projection on the
set of basis elements in oi. The summands corresponding to the orbits are invariant under σ, and
we obtain a σ-invariant direct sum decomposition
F ∼=
⊕
i
Fi
where Fi is the span of the basis elements belonging to oi. The above equation now demonstrates
that
n−1∑
s=0
σs(πi(f)) = 0
It follows that all the σ-invariant Zl-linear functions on F vanish on f . So we have proved that for
any element (σ, f) ∈ Aut(F,F,B), the condition that (σ, f) as a fixed point under its action on F
is equivalent to its having finite order. The result now follows. 
We will write Tη/G for the orbit scheme of Tη.
We now have the following result.
Proposition 4.6 Let G be a profinite group, with N ⊆ G a closed normal subgroup. Let η denote
a based affine l-adic representation of G. If η is N -principal, then Tη is an etale G/N -scheme.
Proof: Let (Fη ,Xη, Bη) be the based l-adic representation space, so η is a continuous homomor-
phism G → A, where A denotes the automorphism group of (Fη ,Xη , Bη). As before, let T denote
the translation subgroup of A. The subgroup η−1(T) is now a closed subgroup of finite index in G,
containing N , and therefore projects to a closed subgroup T of finite index in G/K. Let X denote
the set of all morphisms from schemes of the form Spec(F ), where F is an algebraically closed
field, to the inverse limit Tη. In order to prove the freeness of the G/N -scheme, we must prove the
freeness of he G/N action on the set X. We know from Proposition 4.3 that the restriction of the
action on X to the subgroup of finite index T is free, and that the group G/N is torsion free. In
order to prove the freeness of the full G/N -action, we suppose that there is are elements γ ∈ G/N ,
with γ 6= e, and x ∈ X, so that γ · x = x. It would follow that for any n, the element γn would also
fix x. But for sufficiently large n, γn ∈ T , and further that γn 6= e, because of the torsion freeness
proved in Proposition 4.1. The freeness of the N -action now contradicts the existence of γ. 
We actually need a slightly stronger result, namely that for a fixed N -principal l-BAR, there is an
s ≥ 0 so that the scheme T sη is acted on freely by the quotient group G/N · η−1(ls′T) for all s′ ≥ s.
This will require a few algebraic facts.
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Consider any extension of groups
0→ A→ H → Q→ 0
where Q is a finite cyclic group of order l, and A is abelian. The extension gives an action
of Q on A by automorphisms. Let N(A) ⊆ A denote the subgroup of elements of the form
a + σ · a + σ2 · a + · · · σp−1a, where σ ∈ Q is a generator. Of course the group is independent of
the choice of generator. We define a function c : Q→ A/N(A) as follows. For any element σ ∈ Q,
select a lift σ ∈ H, i.e. so that πσ = σ, and define c(σ) = σl. It is easy to check that c(σ) is
independent of the choice of σ.
Lemma 4.2 An element σ ∈ Q lifts to an element of order l if and only if c(σ) = 0.
Proof: The “only if” part is clear, since if σ lifts to an element of order l, c(σ) is by definition
equal to zero. Suppose on the other hand that c(σ) = 0, which means that there is a lift σ and an
element α ∈ A so that
σl = α+ σα+ · · · σl−1α
If we now set σ′ = σ · (−α), then (σ′)l = e. 
Lemma 4.3 Let Γ denote a pro-l group which fits in an exact sequence
{e} → L→ Γ π→ Q→ {e}
where Q is a finite l-group, and L ∼= Znl . Let Γ′ ⊆ Γ be a subgroup so that the composite
Γ′ → Γ→ Q
is surjective. Suppose further that Γ′ is torsion free, and that we are given a continuous Γ-set X
on which Γ′ and L both act freely. Then there is an s ≥ 0 so that Γ′/Γ′ ∩ ls′ · L acts freely on the
set X/ls
′ · L for all s′ ≥ s. The number s depends only on the groups involved, not the Γ-set X.
Proof: We first claim that it suffices to prove the result for Q a cyclic finite l-group. To see this,
we suppose we are able to prove the result for each subgroup Γ′C = (π|Γ′)−1(C) ⊆ Γ′. This means
that for every cyclic subgroup C ⊆ Q, there is an s(C) ≥ 0 so that Γ′C/Γ′C ∩ ls
′
L acts freely on
X/ls
′
L for all s′ ≥ s(C) . Since there are only finitely many cyclic subgroups of Q, we may set
S =max
C
s(C). It now follows that Γ′/Γ′ ∩ ls′L acts freely on X/ls′L whenever s′ ≥ S, since all
the groups Γ′C/Γ
′
C ∩ ls
′
L do, and since these the union of these subgroups is all of Γ′/Γ′ ∩ ls′L.
From this point on, we assume that Q is cyclic of prime power order. The next reduction is that
it will suffice to prove the result for Q a cyclic group of order l. To see this, we first assume that
the result holds for all groups Γ′ with Q of order l, and let Γ′′ ⊆ Γ′ denote the subgroup π−1(Ql),
where Ql is the unique subgroup of order l. Suppose γ ∈ Γ′ − Γ′′, and let lk denote the order
π(γ) ∈ Q. We then have that γlk−1 ∈ Ql, and γlk−1 6= e. By our assumption, there is an s ≥ 0 so
that the group Γ′′/Γ′′ ∩ lsL acts freely on X/ls′ · LX for all s′ ≥ s. This means that γ also acts
freely, since a power of it acts freely. This give the reduction to the case where Q has order l. To
handle this case, we note that we have the function c : Q→ L ∩ Γ′ defined above. By Lemma 4.2
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above, the torsion freeness of Γ′ means that c(σ) 6= 0 in the group L∩Γ′/N(L)∩Γ′. But it is clear
that L ∩ Γ′/N(L) ∩ Γ′ is identified with the inverse limit
lim
←−
s
L ∩ Γ′/(N(L) ∩ Γ′ + lsL ∩ Γ′)
so for sufficiently large s, we have σl 6= 0 in L ∩ Γ′/lsL ∩ Γ′, for every possible lift σ of σ. Since
the L action on X is assumed to be free, it follows that L ∩ Γ′/lsL ∩ Γ′ acts freely on X/ls · L for
sufficiently large s. We now have that every lift of σ acts freely for sufficiently large s. It is clear
also that the same calculation applies to all non-identity powers of σ, which together with the fact
that L/ls · L acts freely on X/ls · L, as always for sufficiently large s, gives the result. 
Proposition 4.7 Let η be a N -principal l-BAR for some closed normal subgroup of G. Then there
exists an s ≥ 0 so that for every s′ ≥ s, the action of the finite group G/(N · η−1(ls′T)) on T s′η is
etale.
Proof: The G/N -action on Tη is etale. Let Ω denote an algebraically closed field and let i :
SpecΩ→ Tη/G be a morphism. Then we have the set of all maps Ω→ Tη for which the diagram
Spec(Ω) Tη
Tη/G
✲
❅
❅
❅
❅❘
i
❄
commutes, which we have denoted by H(A[Tη ],Ω, i). The etaleness of the G/N -action on Tη means
that the G/N -action on H(A[Tη ],Ω, i) is free. The group G/N is identified by the representation
with a subgroup of Σn(l) ⋉ Z
n
l , where Σn(l) denotes an l-Sylow subgroups,and is torsion free, so
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4.3 above. Note that the hypothesis that L acts freely in Lemma
4.3 is satisfied due to Proposition 4.3. The group Γ will be I ⋉ Znl , where I is the image of the
composite
G/K → Σn(l)× Znl → Σn(l)
and the affine representation η identifies G/N with a subgroup of Γ. It now follows that there is
an s so that for all s′ ≥ s, the group G/(N · η−1(ls′T)) acts freely on the orbit set
H(A[Tη ],Ω, i)/(ls′T)
But, because of the description of T sη given in Proposition 4.4, this orbit set is just the set
H(A[T sη ],Ω, i), which gives the result. Note that we are using the self evident fact that if a group
G acts freely on a set X, and N is a normal subgroup of G, then the naturally defined action of
G/N on X/N is also free. 
We record a useful property of K-principal actions.
Proposition 4.8 Let η1 and η2 be affine l-adic representations of a profinite group G. Then we
have the evident product affine l-adic representation η1 × η2. Let {e} ⊆ K ′ ⊆ K ⊆ G be closed
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subgroups. Suppose that η1 is K-principal, and that η2|K is K ′-principal. Then η1 × η2 is K ′-
principal. In particular, if ηi is Ki-principal, for Ki ⊆ G, then η1 × η2 is K1 ∩K2-principal.
Proof: Clear. 
We also consider the notion of induction of affine based l-adic representations. Let η = (Fη ,Xη, Bη)
be a based affine l-adic representation of K, where K is a closed subgroup of finite index in
a profinite group G. Then we define an induced based affine l-adic representation iGK(η) =
(FiG
K
(η),XiG
K
(η), BiG
K
(η)) as follows. The sets FiG
K
(η) and XiG
K
(η) are defined as the sets of equiv-
ariant functions FK(G,Fη) and F
K(G,Xη), respectively, where K acts by left multiplication on
G and via η on Fη and Xη . The group G acts by right multiplication on G, yielding a left action
on the two sets. The free action of FK(G,Fη) on F
K(G,Xη) is given by pointwise multiplication.
To define BiG
K
(η), we first define elements fb ∈ FiG
K
(η) for each b ∈ Bη by setting fb(e) = b. The
remainder of BiG
K
(η) is obtained by translating the elements using the G action. It is clear that this
set will give a basis for FiG
K
(η).
We say an affine based l-adic representation η of a profinite group G is a translation representation
if for every g ∈ G, the automorphism η(g) is a translation.
Proposition 4.9 Let G be a profinite group, and let K ✁G be a normal subgroup of finite index.
Suppose we are given a one-dimensional based affine l-adic representation η of K. Then we have
the following.
1. The restriction of iGK(η) to K is a translation representation.
2. The restriction of iGK(η) to K is K
′-principal, where K ′ is defined as follows. For each element
γ ∈ G/K, we denote by ηγ the result of composing η with the conjugation action of a coset
representative of γ. Then K ′ is given by
K ′ =
⋂
γ∈G/K
Ker(ηγ)
5 Construction of EG
In this section, we will use products of the actions constructed in the last section to build pro-objects
in the category of continuous G-actions of a profinite l-group which will satisfy the requirements
formulated in the introduction. Throughout this section, we will allow ourselves to refer to a based
affine l-adic representation as an l-BAR, in the interest of brevity. We begin with a technical
lemma.
Lemma 5.1 Let G be a totally torsion free pro-l-group. Let G0 ⊆ G be any closed subgroup of
finite index. Then there exists a closed normal subgroup K ⊆ G0 and a K-principal l-BAR η of G.
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Proof: We first observe that it suffices to prove the result for G0 normal in G, since there is a
always a normal subgroup of finite index contained in G0.
To construct an l-BAR which isK-principal for someK ⊆ G0, we first note that the set of subgroups
of G containing G0 consists entirely of closed subgroups, by Proposition 3.1. We now assume by
induction that we are able to construct such l-BARs for all closed subgroups of index less than the
index of G0 in G. We construct such l-BAR’s for every normal subgroup containing G0 properly.
There are obviously only finitely many such subgroups. We consider the finite list {Ni}si=1 of all
normal subgroups of G which contain G0 properly (they are necessarily closed), and for each one
we construct a Ki-principal l-BAR ηi of G, where Ki ⊆ Ni. The l-BAR η1 × η2 × · · · × ηs is now
K1 ∩ · · · ∩Ks-principal by repeated application of Proposition 4.8. We now consider the subgroup
G0 · (K1 ∩ · · · ∩Ks). This subgroup contains G0, and therefore corresponds to a subgroup of the
quotient G/G0, contained in (N1/G0)∩(N2/G0)∩· · ·∩(Ns/G0). This group can be characterized as
the intersection σ(G/N) of all non-trivial normal subgroups in G/G0. Since G0 is a closed normal
subgroup of the pro-l group G, we know that G/G0 is an l-group, and hence its center Z(G/G0)
is non-trivial. Therefore, σ(G/G0) ⊆ Z(G/G0) is a central subgroup, which implies that every
subgroup of σ(G/G0) is normal in G/G0. By the definition of σ(G/G0), this means that σ(G/G0)
has no non-trivial proper subgroups, and the only such l-groups are {e} and Z/lZ. Consequently,
either G0 · (K1 ∩ · · · ∩Ks)/G0 is trivial, in which case K1 ∩ · · · ∩Ks ⊆ G0, and we are done, or it is
cyclic of order l. In this case, we are given a homomorphism from G0 = G0 ·(K1∩· · ·∩Ks) to Z/lZ,
and therefore a character χ1 of G0. Since the group G is totally torsion free, we find that the group
G
ab
0 is torsion free, and therefore that the character group is divisible. Construct a sequence of
characters χi so that χ
l
i = χi−1, with χ1 the previously defined character. This sequence constructs
a one-dimensional l-BAR of G0, which we now induce up to an l-BAR η of dimension equal to the
index of G0 in G. We claim that the l-BAR
η × η1 × · · · × ηs
is Ker(η) ∩ (K1 ∩K2 ∩ · · · ∩Ks)-principal. To see this we note that the stabilizer of any point in
Xη1 × · · · ×Xηs is equal to K1 ∩ · · · ∩Ks ⊆ G0, and therefore by Proposition 4.8 it suffices to prove
that the restriction of the G-action on Xη to K1 ∩ · · · ∩ Ks is Ker(η) ∩ K1 ∩ · · · ∩ Ks-principal.
Proposition 4.9 asserts that the restriction to G0 of η is Ker(η)-principal. The result now follows
from Proposition 4.8. 
We need a second fact concerning representations of a profinite l-group.
Proposition 5.1 Let σ denote any irreducible continuous representation of a totally torsion free
profinite l-group G, over an algebraically closed field of characteristic prime to l. Then σ is iso-
morphic to T sη for some l-BAR η and some s.
Proof: The continuity of the σ gives that σ factors through a finite quotient G/N of G, where
N is a closed normal subgroup of finite index in G. By Blichfeldt’s theorem, σ (regarded as a
representation of G/N) is monomial, and is therefore of the form iGK(χ) for some closed subgroup
of finite index K ⊆ G/N , and some one-dimensional character χ of K. Let K denote the inverse
image of K in G. The group K is also totally torsion free, and therefore any homomorphism from
K to a finite cyclic l-group can be lifted to a continuous homomorphism χˆ from K to Zl. This
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homomorphism is a one-dimensional l-BAR, and it is clear from the construction that χ is equal
to ρs ◦ χˆ. It now readily follows that the induced (from K to G) l-BAR is the required η. 
We now construct the continuous affine G-scheme EG.
Definition 5.1 Let G be any profinite group, which is acting continuously on an affine scheme
X = Spec(A). We say X is cofinite if there is a closed normal subgroup N ⊆ G of finite index so
that the G action on X factors through the quotient G/N . For any cofinite affine G-scheme X,
we define the subgroup N (X) ⊆ G to be the maximal closed normal subgroup so that the G-action
on X factors through G/N (X). It is clear that this defines N (X) uniquely, and moreover that
if we have a map X → Y of cofinite affine G-schemes, then N (X) ⊆ N (Y ). We say a cofinite
affine G-scheme X is etale if the group action of G/N (X) on X is a free action in the sense of
Proposition 2.6. We define Ccof (G) to be the category whose objects are coherent cofinite affine
G-schemes, and whose morphisms are the faithfully flat equivariant maps of such G-schemes. The
full subcategory of etale actions will be denoted by Ccofet (G).
Proposition 5.2 Suppose that we have a G-equivariant map f : X → Y of cofinite etale affine
G-schemes, which is faithfully flat. Then for any closed subgroup K of finite index in G, the natural
map X/K → Y/K is also faithfully flat.
Proof: Since the etale property of an action clearly descends to closed subgroups, it suffices to
prove this for the case K = G. We now have the diagram
X Y
X/G Y/G
✲f
❄
πX
❄
πY
✲f/G
The morphism πY ◦ f is faithfully flat, since f is and πY is since it is etale and surjective. πX is
faithfully is also faithfully flat by the same reasoning. It follows that f/G is faithfully flat. 
For each closed normal subgroup of finite index N ✁G we apply Lemma 5.1 to construct an l-BAR
ηN which is N
′-principal for some closed normal subgroup N ′ ⊆ N . Let NG denote the partially
ordered set of closed normal subgroups of G. For each (s,N) ∈ N×NG, we let θ′(s,N) denote the
(finite) product
θ′(s,N) =
∏
N⊇N,N∈N
T sη
N
The construction θ′ clearly gives a functor from the category N×NG to Ccof(G), where the effect
on morphisms consists on bonding maps T s+1η → T sη together with product projections. We will
need to build a more complicated pro-object. Let RG denote the set of all isomorphism classes of
finite dimensional continuous k-linear representations of G. For each N ∈ NG, we let RG(N) ⊆ RG
denote the subset of all representations which factor through the quotient G/N . For each α ∈ RG,
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we select an l-BAR ηα so that for some s, ρs ◦ ηα belongs to the isomorphism class α. This is
possible because of Proposition 5.1. We define
θ′′(s,N) =
∏
α∈RG(N)
T sηα
θ′′ defines a functor from N×NG to Ccof (G), again with structure maps arising from those in the
pro objects Tη and product projections. We let EG denote the inverse limit of θ = θ′ × θ′′ in the
category of affine G-schemes. EG is thus an affine scheme whose affine coordinate ring is the colimit
of the rings A(θ(s,N)) over the category N ×NG, where A(X) denotes the affine coordinate ring
of X.
Proposition 5.3 For any pair N ⊆ N ′ ⊆ G of closed normal subgroups of finite index, and any
s ≤ s′, the map of schemes θ(s′, N ′)→ θ(s,N) is faithfully flat. It follows that EG is coherent.
Proof: On affine coordinate rings, each map is of the form
A = k[x
± 1
ls
1 , . . . , x
± 1
ls
t ] →֒ k[x
± 1
ls
′
1 , . . . , x
± 1
ls
′
t′ ] = B
where t′ ≥ t. In this case, it is an easy computation that B is a free module over A. Both rings are
Noetherian, therefore coherent, and the result now follows from Proposition 2.3. 
Proposition 5.4 The G-action on the affine coordinate ring A[EG] is continuous, when A[EG] is
equipped with the discrete topology.
Proof: Each ring A[θ(s,N)] is acted on by G via an action which factors through a finite quotient
of G. Since A[EG] is the colimit of the rings A[θ(s,N)], the result follows. 
We will now prove that the G-action on EG is etale. Let θ denote the functor (s,N)→ θ(s,N)/N .
θ(s,N) is equipped with a G/N -action.
Lemma 5.2 The natural map lim
←
θ →lim
←
θ is an isomorphism of affine schemes.
Proof: We prove that the map induces an isomorphism on affine coordinate rings. The map
A[lim
←
θ] → A[lim
←
θ] is clearly injective, since for every (s,N), the map A[θ(s,N)] → A[θ(s,N)]
can be identified with the inclusion A[θ(s,N)]N → A[θ(s,N)]. Given an element x ∈ A[lim
←
θ], it is
in the image of A[θ(s,N)] for some s and N . This means that it is fixed by a normal subgroup of
finite index N ′ ⊆ N , and consequently that it is in the image of A[θ(s,N ′)]N ′ = A[θ(s,N ′)]. This
proves surjectivity. 
Lemma 5.3 Let N ⊆ G be a closed subgroup of finite index. Then lim
←
s
θ(s,N) an etale G/N -action
for all N .
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Proof: Proposition 4.6 shows that lim
←
s
θ(s,N) is an etale action of G/N ′ for some closed normal
subgroup N ′ ⊆ N . It follows that the action of G/N on
lim
←
s
θ(s,N)/N =lim
←
s
θ(s,N)
is etale. 
Corollary 5.1 For every closed normal subgroup N ⊆ G of finite index, the G/N -action on
θ(s′, N) is etale for sufficiently large s.
Proof: We let N ′ ⊆ N ⊆ G be the closed normal subgroup of G so that ηN is N ′-principal, and
therefore that lim
←
s
θ(s,N) is an etale G/N ′-action. It follows from Proposition 4.7 that there is an
s ≥ 0 so that the action of G/η−1(ls′T) on lim
←
s
θ(s,N)/(η−1(ls
′
T)) is etale for all s′ ≥ s. Because
N is of finite index, there is also a t ≥ 0 so that η−1(lt′T) ⊆ N for all t′ ≥ t. Letting S = max(s, t),
we have that for every s′ ≥ S, the G/N -action on θ(s′, N) is defined as the natural action of G/N
on the N/η−1(ls
′
T)-orbits of the action of the G/η−1(ls
′
T)-action on lim
←
s
θ(s,N)/(η−1(ls
′
T)). Since
the G/η−1(ls
′
T)-action is etale, so is the G/N -action. 
Proposition 5.5 EG is etale.
Proof: We must show that for any closed subgroup of finite index N , the G/N action on (EG)/N
is etale. We have that (EG)/N is the inverse limit of the functor (s,N) → θ(s,N)/N . This is a
diagram, parametrized by a directed set, with values in the category of affine schemes with G/N -
action. For every closed normal subgroup of finite index N ′ ⊆ G, let s(N ′) ≥ 0 be an integer so
that the G/N -action on θ(s,N ′)/N is etale for all s ≥ s(N ′). The subset
Nˆ = {(s,N ′) such that s ≥ s(N ′)}
contained in N × NG is clearly final, and so EG/N can be described as the inverse limit of the
restriction of the functor N ′ → θ(s,N ′)/N to the subset Nˆ. Proposition 2.8 now gives the desired
result. 
Proposition 5.6 Let W denote any continuous affine G-scheme, and assume that A[W ] is Noethe-
rian approximable. Then EG×W is coherent, and the G-action is etale. The natural map
K(EG ×
G
W )→ KG(EG×W )
therefore exists and is an equivalence.
Proof: EG×W clearly is an etale action, using the base change property for etale actions. The affine
coordinate ring of EG×W can be written as the colimit of rings of the form A[W ][x±
1
ls
1 , . . . , x
± 1
ls
t ],
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which are coherent by Proposition 2.4 since A[W ] is Noetherian approximable. Further, each of
the inclusions in the colimit system is of the form
A[W ][x
± 1
ls
1 , . . . , x
± 1
ls
t ] →֒ A[W ][x
± 1
ls
′
1 , . . . , x
± 1
ls
′
t′ ]
and are therefore clearly faithfully flat. This demonstrates the coherence of A[EG×W ]. The result
now follows by Proposition 2.16. 
Remark: The conditions on θ′ provide a freeness property of EG. Extending by creating the
product with θ′′ enlarges the pro-scheme so as to trivialize the action of R[G] on the equivariant
K-groups of EG.
We prove the above mentioned technical result on the action of R[G] on KG∗ (EG). which will be
useful in analyzing completions of KG(EG).
Proposition 5.7 Let G be a totally torsion free l-profinite group. Then the action of π0K
G(k) ∼=
R[G] satisfies IG · π∗KG(EG) = {0}.
Proof: It clearly suffices show that j(IG) = {0}. This means that we will need to show that for
any representation ρ of G, we have that [ρ] − dim(ρ) vanishes in KG0 (EG). Blichfeldt’s theorem
(see [35]) tells us that any irreducible representation of G is monomial, i.e it is isomorphic to an
induced representation iGG0(χ) where G0 is a subgroup of index dim(ρ) and χ is a one dimensional
character of G0. Because of the totally torsion free property of G, χ is of the form ρs ◦ ηχ where ηχ
is a one-dimensional l-BAR of G0, and the ρs’s are defined in Section 4. Inducing ηχ up to G we
obtain an l-BAR η of G, and it is clear from the definition that ρ can be identified with ρs ◦ η. The
conclusion is that every irreducible representation of G is of the form ρs ◦ η for some l-BAR of G,
and some s. Next, we observe that any l-BAR is a factor of a principal one. This is an immediate
consequence of Lemma 5.1. For any l-BAR η we have the associated permutation representation
η. We will first prove that [ρs ◦ η] − [ρs ◦ η] = 0 in KG0 (EG). Fix s ≥ 0. Given an l-BAR η, we let
Kη denote the kernel of ρs ◦ η. Similarly, let η
′ be a Kη′ -principal l-BAR containing η as a factor,
where Kη′ ⊆ Kη. We now have a factorization
R[G/Kη ] ∼= KG/Kη0 (k)→ KG/Kη0 (T sη )
j−→ KG/Kη′0 (T sη′)→ KG0 (EG)
since T sη is one of the factors occurring in the inverse system defining Tη, and therefore one of the
factors occurring in EG. The map j is the composite
K
G/Kη
0 T sη → K
G/Kη′
0 T sη → K
G/Kη′
0 T sη′
where the left hand map is the inflation map associated to the projection G/Kη′ → G/Kη , and
the right hand map is the map induced by the equivariant projection T sη′ → T sη . Letting ρ = ρs ◦ η
and ρ = ρs ◦ η it will suffice to prove that the image of [ρ]− [ρ] = 0 in KG0 T(k, ρ) vanishes. Let N
be the kernel of ρ, a normal subgroup of finite index in G. Note that ρ and ρ may be regarded as
elements in K
G/N
0 A(k, ρ). We observe that there is a factorization
R[G/N ] ∼= KG/N (k)→ KG/N0 A(k, ρ)→ KG0 T(k, ρ) (= KG0 T sη )
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We now select a basis {x1, . . . , xn} for the representation space of ρ, where n = dim(ρ), so that ρ is
monomial with respect to this basis, and we let ρ denote the associated permutation representation.
The group K
G/N
0 A(k, ρ) is the group completion of the commutative monoid of isomorphism classes
of finitely generated left modules over the skew polynomial ring Aρ = k[x1, . . . , xn]ρ[G/N ], by
Proposition 2.17. We construct a short exact sequence of left Aρ-modules as follows. First, let
G0 ⊆ G be the stabilizer of the line spanned by the element x1, so ρ is induced from a one-
dimensional representation of G0/N , so that ρ is induced from a one-dimensional representation χ
of G0. We let F be the module k[x1]χ[G0/N ] ⊗
k[G0/N ]
ǫ, where ǫ denotes the trivial representation of
G0/N . The module F is free of rank one over k[x1], and we may write F = k[x1]b, where b = 1⊗1 is
the basis element which is acted on trivially by G0/N . We let k denote the left k[x1]χ[G0/N ]-module
which as a k-module is cyclic of rank one, and on which all elements of G0/N act by the identity
and such that x1 · k = 0. There is a natural homomorphism π : F → k, which is the identification
F/xF ∼= k. Let F ′ denote the kernel of π. It is the free cyclic k[x]-module generated by xb, and
from this description it is clear that F ′ is isomorphic to k[x1]χ[G0/N ] ⊗
k[G0/N ]
χ. The conclusion is
that the equation [k] = [ǫ]− [χ] holds in KG0/N0 A(k, χ) ∼= R[G0/N ], where we are interpreting this
group as the projective class group of finitely generated modules over k[x1]χ[G0/N ]. Performing
induction from G0/N , and using Proposition 2.18, we find that the equation
[M ] = [i
G/N
G0/N
(ǫ)]− [iG/NG0/N (χ)]
holds in K
G/N
0 A(k, ρ)
∼= R[G/N ], where
M = k[x1, . . . , xn]ρ[G/N ] ⊗
K[x1]χ[G0/N ]
k
We observe that i
G/N
G0/N
(ǫ) is the permutation representation ρ of G. It is also readily checked
that the element x1x2, · · · xn annihilates the module M , and therefore that it becomes trivial on
tensoring up to k[x±11 , . . . , x
±1
n ], which means that the equation
0 = [i
G/N
G0/N
(ǫ)]− [iG/NG0/N (ρ]
holds in K
G/N
0 T(k, ρ)
∼= R[G/N ]. This gives the fact that [ρ] − [ρ] = 0 holds in K0(EG) for ev-
ery irreducible representation ρ of G. Since every permutation representation of a finite group is
decomposable (it contains a copy of the trivial representation of G), this means that for every irre-
ducible representation ρ of G, the class [ρ] ∈ K0(EG) is equal to a sum of images of representations
of smaller dimension. Note that the special case n = 1 of this result shows that one-dimensional
representations χ satisfy the condition that [χ]− dim(χ) vanishes in KG(EG). An induction on n
now shows that [ρ] is equal to dim(ρ), which was to be shown. 
Corollary 5.2 Let W be any affine scheme with continuous G-action. Then the action of R[G]
satisfies IG ·KG(EG×W ) = {0}.
Proof: This follows since KG(EG × W ) = {0} is a ring spectrum, and we have that IG maps
trivially into π0K
G(EG×W ) since there is a factorization
R[G]→ KG(EG)→ KG(EG×W )
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and we already know from Proposition 5.7 that the map R[G]→ KG(EG) is trivial. 
Now we consider the diagram of commutative ring spectra
S0 K
G(k)
Hl Hl
✲
❄
r
❄
ǫ
✲=
where r denotes the ring map induced by the fundamental class in the sphere spectrum, and ǫ is
the augmentation. The functorality of the derived completion construction means that the diagram
induces a map
β : KG(EG×W )∧l = KG(EG×W )∧r → KG(EG×W )∧ǫ
Corollary 5.3 The map β is an equivalence of spectra.
Proof: The algebraic-to-geometric spectral sequence (Theorem 7.1 of [7]) and the preceding Propo-
sition show that it suffices to prove that the map on derived completions βˆ : M∧l → M∧ǫ induced
by the diagram
Z R[G]
Fl Fl
✲
❄
r
❄
ǫ
✲=
is an equivalence for modules M with trivial action by IG ⊆ R[G], or equivalently which are
obtained by restricting scalars along the homomorphism ǫ : R[G] → Z. In order to prove this, we
regard the ring R[G] as a commutative ring spectrum, and let Z˜ denote a cofibrant replacement for
the R[G]-algebra Z, with algebra structure given by ǫ, in the model category of commutative ring
spectra discussed in [36]. We have the natural structure map R[G]→ Z˜, as well as a homomorphism
Z˜→ R[G] of commutative ring spectra obtained by extending the homomorphism of rings Z→ R[G]
to the cofibrant replacement Z˜. We also have a homomorphism Z˜ → Hl which is compatible with
the mod-l reduction of the augmentation on R[G]. We now have two monads S and T on the
category of Z˜-module spectra, where S(M) = Hl ∧˜
Z
M and T (M) = Hl ∧
R[G]
M . Further, there are
natural transformations T → S and S → T induced by the ring homomorphisms Z˜ → R[G] → Z˜.
It follows that the natural transformations of triples induce equivalence on the total spectra of the
cosimplicial objects of the triples S and T , by Theorem 2.15 of [7]. These total spectra attached to
S and T are the derived completions over Z˜ and R[G] respectively. The fact that weak equivalences
of commutative ring spectra induce equivalences of derived completions now gives the result. 
We also need a similar result for KG(F ), where G is the absolute Galois group of a field F ,
containing k as a subfield.
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Proposition 5.8 With G,F, F as above, the action of R[G] on KG∗ (F ) is trivial in the sense that
IG ·KG∗ (F ) = {0}.
Proof: It is proved in [22] that the category of finitely generated G-twisted F -modules is equivalent
to the category of finite dimensional vector spaces over F , and that the equivalence can be taken
by applying the functor V → F ⊗
F
V . There is a natural twisted G-action on F ⊗
F
V . Since
π0K(F ) is a free group of rank one, given only by the dimension, it is therefore clear that for any
finite dimensional k-linear representation (W,ρ) of G, F ⊗
F
W is isomorphic to F ⊗
F
W 0, where W 0
denotes W equipped with trivial action. This gives the result. 
Corollary 5.4 There is a natural equivalence KG(F )∧ǫ
∼= K(F )∧l .
Proof: The proof is identical to that given in Proposition 5.3 above. That proof uses only the
triviality of the IG-action on π0, and so applies here as well. 
We conclude this section by proving that the equivariant K-theory of EG×W can be computed as
a particular kind of colimit of equivariant K-theory spectra of smooth schemes of finite type over
k. This will be important to us because the rigidity results we prove in [10] will apply only to such
systems.
Definition 5.2 Let G be a profinite group, and as usual let NG denote the directed set of closed
normal subgroups of finite index in G. Let F : NG → Ccofet (G) denote any functor (Ccofet (G) was
defined in Definition 5.1 above). We say F is adapted if N (F (N)) = N for all closed normal
N ⊆ G. Let ρ be any continuous homomorphism from G to the absolute Galois group of a field K.
Let L denote the absolute closure of K. We define spectrum valued functors K(F,L) and KG(F,L)
associated to this data by
K(F,L) =hocolim
N∈NG
K(F (N) ×
G/N
LN )
and
KG(F,L) =hocolim
N∈NG
KG/N (F (N)× LN )
These colimits are naturally equivalent by Proposition 2.6. F is said to be smooth (respectively of
finite type) if each F (N) is smooth (respectively of finite type).
We are now able to express the K-theory of EG in these terms.
Proposition 5.9 Let G be a totally torsion free profinite l-group, and let ρ be a homomorphism
into the absolute Galois group of a field K. Let L denote the algebraic closure of K. Then
there is a smooth adapted functor F (G, ρ) : NG → Ccofet (G) of finite type, and an equivalence
KG(F (G, ρ), L) → KG(EG × Spec(L)). This equivalence is natural for inclusions of fields with
continuous G-action.
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Proof: For every closed normal subgroup of finite index N ⊆ G, Corollary 5.1 asserts that there is
an integer s(N) so that the action of G/N on θ(s′, N) for every s ≥ s(N), is etale. We now define
a function j : NG → N×NG by
j(N) =max
N ′⊆N
s(N)
It is clear from the definition that J : NG → N × NG, defined by J(N) = (j(N), N) is a map of
directed sets, that θ ◦ J is an adapted functor, and further that the image of J is a final subset of
NG. It follows that we have the functors KG(θ ◦ J,L) for any ρ and L as in the statement of the
Proposition. Moreover, we have an equivalence of colimits from KG(θ ◦ J,L) to KG(EG×Spec(L)).
Finally, each of the schemes F (N) are of finite type and smooth, since they are quotients by a finite
etale group action on a torus. 
Remark: Note that the cases we are interested in are K = L = k and K = F , L = F .
We write FGL for l-adic completion of the the functor N → θ(ν(N)) given in the proof of the
Proposition above. We will prove that the maps KG(k)→ KG(EG) and KG(Spec(F ))→ KG(EG×
Spec(F )) induce equivalences on derived completions along the homomorphism ǫ : KG(k) → Hl,
and further that the completions of KG(EG) and KG(EG × Spec(F )) are just l-adic completions.
Consider the diagram
KG(k)∧ǫ K
G(EG)∧ǫ ≃ KG(EG)∧l hocolimN∈NG F
G
k
KG(F )∧ǫ K
G(EG× Spec(F ))∧ǫ ≃ KG(EG× Spec(F ))∧l hocolimN∈NG F
G
F
✲
❄ ❄
✛
❄
✲ ✛
We will be proving that the left hand horizontal arrows are equivalences. The right hand horizontal
arrows are equivalences by Proposition 5.9 above. It follows that in order to prove that the left
hand vertical arrow is an equivalence, it will suffice to prove that the right hand vertical arrow is
one. This is what will be proved in [10].
6 Algebraic properties of certain representation rings
In this section, we analyze some particular properties of the representation rings of certain semidi-
rect products of symmetric groups with profinite groups of the form Znl . The results of this section
are the key technical tools which allow us to prove our main results.
Theorem 6.1 Let k be a field of characteristic l, and let ǫ : A → k be an augmented k-algebra
with augmentation ideal IA. Let G ⊆ G′ ⊆ Σn denote subgroups of l-power order. Let B =
n⊗
k
A,
equipped with the action of Σn, and therefore of G and G
′. The algebra B is given the tensor
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product augmentation ǫB, and the algebras B
G and BG
′
both obtain augmentations by restriction
of ǫB, and we denote the restrictions by ǫBG and ǫBG′ respectively. Further, we let IBG and IBG′
denote the corresponding augmentation ideals. Finally, suppose that every element in A has an l-th
root. Then the equality of ideals
IBG = IBG′ · BG
holds.
Proof: We first prove that the k-algebra BG also has the property that every element admits an
l-th root. To see this, we let A denote a k-basis for A. Then we form the product B = An, note
that it forms a k-basis for B, and let G act on B via the inclusion G →֒ Σn. For every orbit
o = {β1, . . . , βs}, we let t(o) denote the element β1 + · · · + βs ∈ BG. It is clear that the elements
t(o), as o ranges over the orbits of the G action on B, form a k-basis for BG, and therefore that it
suffices to prove that each element t(o) admits an l-th root in BG. We suppose that we are given
an orbit o, with orbit representative β ∈ o. Let Gβ denote the stabilizer of β. The group Gβ now
acts on the set {1, . . . , n} via its inclusion into Σn, and we let
{1, . . . , n} = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ · · · ∪ Sl
denote the orbit decomposition of this action. Since Gβ stabilizes β, it is clear that there are
elements {αj}lj=1, with α ∈ A, so that
β = αj(1) ⊗ αj(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ αj(n)
where j(i) denotes the integer so that i ∈ Sj(i). For each j = 1, . . . , l, we select an element αj so
that (αj)
l = αj . Also, select left coset representatives {g1, . . . , gk} for the collection of left cosets
G/Gβ . The element
k∑
m=1
gm(αj(1) ⊗ αj(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ αj(l))
is now clearly an element in BG, and it is equally clearly an l-th root of t(o), which gives us the
claim. We now proceed to the proof of the theorem.
We consider first the case where G✁G′ and where the index of G in G′ is l. Consider any element
b ∈ IBG . We let b denote any l-th root of b in BG. It is immediate that b ∈ IBG as well. Now
construct the polynomial
ϕ(X) =
∏
γ∈G′/G
(X − bγ)
Note that the notation b
γ
is well defined for γ ∈ G′/G because b ∈ BG. From the definition of ϕ,
it is clear that ϕ(b) = 0, and that ϕ is of the form
ϕ(X) = X l +
l∑
i=1
(−1)iciX l−i
where ci is the i-th elementary symmetric function in the elements b
γ
, as γ varies over all the
elements of G′/G. Note that ci ∈ IBG′ . Since b
l
= b, it follows that
b =
l∑
i=1
(−1)i+1cibl−i
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which gives the result in this case. For the general case, we may form a sequence of subgroups
G = Gt ⊆ Gt−1 ⊆ Gt−2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ G1 ⊆ G0 = G′
where each inclusion is the inclusion of a normal subgroup of index l. This is an immediate
consequence of the fact that G′ is an l-group. The result for the general case can now be obtained
from the case of a normal subgroup of index l via an induction on t. We wish to prove that
IBG0B
Gt = IBGt , and by induction we suppose that we have proved that IBG0B
Gt−1 = IBGt−1 and
IBGt−1B
Gt = IGt . We obtain
IBGt = IBGt−1B
Gt = IBG0B
Gt−1BGt = IBG0B
Gt

We now obtain the result which allows us to apply Corollary 2.6.
Theorem 6.2 Let k be a field of characteristic l, and A an augmented k-algebra in which every
element has an l-th root. Let G ⊆ G′ ⊆ Σn be an inclusion of l-groups, and let B =
n⊗
k
A be equipped
with the natural action of Σn and therefore of G and G
′. Also equip B with the tensor product
augmentation. Suppose we have a diagram of augmented (to k) rings
R′ BG
′
R BG
❄
f
✲π
′
❄
i
✲π
in which π and π′ are surjective, and so that the kernel IR of π satisfies (IR)
N = {0} for some
positive integer N . Then there is an integer M so that (IR)
M ⊆ IR′ · R, where IR and IR′ denote
the augmentation ideals of R and R′ respectively.
Proof: Let r ∈ IR. Then π(r) ∈ IBG , and consequently, by Proposition 6.1, π(r) ∈ IBG′BG. We
can therefore write
π(r) =
∑
s
i(ys)zs
where ys ∈ IBG′ and zs ∈ BG. Since π and π′ are surjective, we can write ys = π′(ys) and zs = π(zs)
for each s. We let
r =
∑
s
f(ys)zs
It is clear from the construction that π(r − r) = 0, and of course that r ∈ IR′R. We now let M be
any power of l which is greater than N . Then we have
0 = (r − r)M = rM − rM
so rM = rM , which gives that rM ∈ IR′R. 
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We will use this result to study certain representation rings. A first step is to study the behavior
of the mod-l representation rings of certain wreath products. Recall that for any groups G and H,
with G finite, the wreath product G ≀H is the semidirect product G⋉H#(G), where the G action
on H#(G) is by permutation of coordinates. For any group G, we will write Rl[G] for R[G] ⊗
Z
Fl.
Proposition 6.1 Let Cl denote the cyclic group of order l, where l is a prime. Then for any
profinite group K, we construct Cl ≀ K, with the inclusion i : K l →֒ Cl ≀ K. The then following
results hold.
1. The restriction map i∗ : Rl[Cl ≀K]→ Rl[K l] is surjective onto the invariant subring Rl[K l]Cl .
2. The kernel I of i∗ satisfies Il = 0.
Proof: Consider first the case where K is finite. Then the results of section 4.3 of [24] show that an
additive basis of Rl[Cl ≀K] can be constructed as follows. Let Irr(K) denote the set of irreducible
representations of K. Then we have the permutation action of Cl on Irr(K)
l, which can then be
decomposed into orbits, which either consist of one element or of l elements. Letting the orbit
set be denoted by O, we write O = O(1)
∐
O(l) for this decomposition. A basis for Rl[Cl ≀ K] is
now in bijective correspondence with the set O(l)
∐
O(1) × Irr(Cl). The correspondence is given by
assigning to elements {ρ1, . . . , ρl} of O(l) the induced representation iCl≀KKl (ρ1), and on O(l)× Irr(Cl)
by assigning to elements (ρ, e) the representation whose underlying K l representation is ⊗lρ, and
whose action by C is given by permuting the tensor product, and to ({ρ}, χ) the representation
(ρ, e)⊗χ. The restriction map i∗ is now clearly surjective onto the invariant subring Rl[K l], which
is the first result. The kernel ideal is clearly spanned by differences of the form 〈ρ, χ〉−〈ρ, χ0〉, where
χ0 denotes the trivial character of Cl. Such elements lie in IRl[Cl] ·Rl[Cl ≀K], where Rl[Cl ≀K] is
an Rl[Cl]-algebra via the homomorphism induced by the group homomorphism Cl ≀K → Cl. Since
the augmentation ideal in Rl[Cl] has trivial l-th power, the second result follows. The extension to
profinite groups is a straightforward direct limit argument. 
Consider an l-Sylow subgroup S(l, n) of Σln . It is well-known that this group can be described as
an iterated wreath product
S(l, n) = ≀iCl
where Cl denotes a cyclic group of order l. We also consider the semidirect product S(l, n) =
S(l, n)⋉ Zl
n
l .
Proposition 6.2 The image of the homomorphism i∗ : Rl[S(l, n)] → Rl[Zlnl ] is the invariant
subring Rl[Z
ln
l ]
S(l,n). If we let I denote the kernel of the homomorphism, then Il
n
= {0}.
Proof: We first note that S(l, n) ∼= Cl ≀ S(l, n − 1). We now use this observation to perform an
induction over n, as follows. The n = 1 case is Proposition 6.1. For the case n ≥ 1, the observation
above show us the restriction map
Rl[S(l, n)]→ Rl[S(l, n − 1)l] ∼= ⊗lRl[S(l, n − 1)]
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surjects on to the invariant subring (⊗lRl[S(l, n − 1)])Cl . We observe the general fact that if
f : V →W is a homomorphism of Fl-vector spaces, then the map
⊗lf : (⊗lV )Cl → (⊗lW )Cl
is also surjective, since the map f admits a right inverse. By the inductive hypothesis, the map
Rl[S(l, n − 1)]→ Rl[Zln−1l ]
surjects onto the ring of invariants under the S(l, n − 1) action on Rl[Zln−1l ]. What the induction
now shows is that the image of the restriction map
Rl[S(l, n)]→ Rl[Zlnl ]
surjects onto the Cl invariant part of (⊗l(Rl[Zln−1l ])Cl . Now it is easy to check that this invariant
part is exactly identified with the S(l, n)-invariant part of Rl[Z
ln
l ] under the identification
Rl[Z
ln
l ]
∼= ⊗lRl[Zln−1l ]
which concludes the proof, which proves the first assertion. The second is an easy induction using
Proposition 6.1. 
We will need to work with some composite order finite groups as well. We will need some termi-
nology.
Definition 6.1 For any finite group G, we will write Rˆl[G] for the completion of the ring Rl[G]
at its augmentation ideal. For any profinite group G and finite quotient Q of G, we define
Rˆl[G;Q] = Rˆl[Q] ⊗
Rl[Q]
Rl[G]
We collect some elementary properties.
Proposition 6.3 Let G be a finite group.
1. If G is an l-group, then the natural homomorphism Rl[G]→ Rˆl[G] is an isomorphism. More
generally, let Γ denote a profinite group, with a quotient G which is a finite l-group, then the
natural homomorphism Rl[G]→ Rˆl[Γ;G] is an isomorphism.
2. For any subgroup H ⊆ G, the induction homomorphism iGH : R[H]→ R[G] naturally extends
to a homomorphism iˆGH : Rˆl[H]→ Rˆl[G].
3. We let Gl denote the l-Sylow subgroup of G. Then the restriction map Rˆl[G]→ Rˆl[Gl] is an
injection. More generally, let Γ denote a profinite group, with a finite quotient G. Let Gl ⊆ G
be a l-Sylow subgroup of G. Then the natural map Rˆl[Γ;G]→ Rˆl[Γl, Gl] is an injection, where
Γl denotes the inverse image of Gl in Γ under the projection Γ→ G.
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4. For any finite group G, the kernel of the (surjective) homomorphism
R[G]→ Rˆl[G]
is the ideal
(l) + ((l) + IG)
∞
where for any ideal J∞ denotes the intersection
⋂
n J
n. More generally, given a profinite
group Γ and a finite quotient G, the kernel of the homomorphism
R[Γ]→ Rˆl[Γ;G]
is the ideal ((l) + ((l) + IG)
∞)R[Γ].
5. For any finite l-group G, the ideal ((l) + IG)
∞ ⊆ R[G] is the zero ideal.
Proof: Part (1) follows from Proposition 3.5 of [34]. For part (2), we first quote Corollary 3.9 of
[34], which asserts that the IH topology and IG topology on R[H] are the same. It is easy to check
that this extend directly to Rl. To prove that we have a natural extension of i
G
H , we need to check
that for every n, there is a d(n) so that iGH(I
n(d)
H ) ⊆ InG. The observation above now shows that it
suffices to prove that for every n, there is some number N(n) so that iGH(I
N(n)
G Rl[H]) ⊆ InGRl[G].
But Frobenius induction has the property that iGH(I
n
GRl[H]) ⊆ InGRl[G], so we are done. For part
(3), we find that the composite
Rˆl[G]→ Rˆl[H]
iˆG
H→ Rˆl[G]
has the property that 1 is carried to an element λ whose augmentation is equal to #(G/Gl). This
number is prime to l, and so is a unit in Fl. Since the augmentation ideal in Rˆl[G] is nilpotent,
it follows that λ is a unit, so Rˆl[G] is in fact a summand (as Rˆl[G]-modules) of Rˆl[H]. Part (4)
follows immediately from the definitions. Part (5) Is a direct consequence of Part (1). 
Corollary 6.1 The ring homomorphism Rˆl[Σn⋉Z
n
l ; Σn]→ Rl[Znl ] has image the invariant subring
Rl[Z
n
l ]
Σn . Further, its kernel I satisfies IM = {0}, where M is the smallest power of l which is
greater than n.
Proof: Let Σn(l) ⊆ Σn denote an l-Sylow subgroup. Letting {σ1, . . . , σt} denote a complete set of
coset representatives for Σn(l) in Σn, we have a homomorphism τ : Rl[Z
n
l ]
Σn(l) → Rl[Znl ]Σn defined
by
τ(x) =
∑
i
σi(x)
The composite
Rl[Z
n
l ]
Σn i→ Rl[Znl ]Σn(l) τ→ Rl[Znl ]Σn
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is equal to multiplication by the index of Σn(l) in Σn, from which it follows that τ is a surjection
onto a summand. It is now easy to check that there is a commutative diagram
Rˆl[Σn(l)⋉ Z
n
l ; Σn(l)] Rl[Z
n
l ]
Σn(l)
Rˆl[Σn ⋉ Z
n
l ; Σn] Rl[Z
n
l ]
Σn
❄
✲
❄
τ
✲
where the left hand vertical arrow is induction from Σn(l)⋉Z
n
l to Σn ⋉Z
n
l . The upper horizontal
arrow is surjective by Proposition 6.2, and we have observed that τ is surjective. It follows that the
lower horizontal arrow is also surjective, which is the first assertion in the Corollary. The second
statement follows directly from (3) in Proposition 6.3. 
Corollary 6.2 Let n be a positive integer, and let s and t be positive integers so that s + t = n.
The the homomorphism Rˆl[(Σs × Σt) ⋉ Znl ] → Rl[Znl ] has image equal to the invariant subring
Rl[Z
n
l ]
Σs×Σt, and there is an integer M so that the M -th power of the kernel ideal is = {0}.
Proof: Immediate from Corollary 6.1, since this example is simply a tensor product of two of the
examples to which it applies. 
Corollary 6.3 Let n, s, and t be as in the preceding corollary. Then Rˆl[(Σs × Σt) ⋉ Znl ; Σs × Σt]
becomes an Rˆl[Σn ⋉ Z
n
l ; Σn]-algebra under the ring homomorphism induced by the inclusion (Σs ×
Σt)⋉Z
n
l → Σn⋉Znl . We let Iˆ[−] →֒ Rˆl[−] denote the augmentation ideal. Then there is an integer
M so that
Iˆ[(Σs × Σt)⋉ Znl ; Σs ×Σt]M ⊆ Iˆ[Σn ⋉ Znl ; Σn] · Rˆl[(Σs × Σt)⋉ Znl ; Σs × Σt]
Proof: This is a direct application of Theorem 6.2, with R = Rˆl[(Σs × Σt) ⋉ Znl ; Σs × Σt], R′ =
Rˆl[Σn ⋉ Z
n
l ; Σn], A = Rl[Zl], f is the homomorphism induced by the inclusion (Σs × Σt)⋉ Znl →֒
Σn⋉Z
n
l , and where π and π
′ are the homomorphisms induced by the inclusions Znl →֒ (Σs×Σt)⋉Znl
and Znl →֒ Σn ⋉ Znl respectively. That the hypothesis of Theorem 6.2 is satisfied is guaranteed by
Corollary 6.2. 
Corollary 6.4 Fix n, s, and t as in the preceding corollary. Then there is an integer M so that
IM(Σs×Σt)⋉Znl
⊆ ((l) + IΣn⋉Znl + ((l) + IΣs×Σt)∞)R[Σs × Σt ⋉ Znl ]
Proof: Immediate consequence of Part (4) of Proposition 6.3, together with Corollary 6.3. 
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7 Equivariant K-theory of Aη and Tη
We wish to study the map KGAη → KGTη, with an eye to proving that it induces an equivalence on
completions along the homomorphism of commutative ring spectra KG(k)→ Hl. More generally, we
will want to study the mapKG(Aη×W )→ KG(Tη×W ), and prove that it induces an equivalence on
completions, where W is a Noetherian approximable Affine scheme with continuous G-action. We
will carry out the analysis in the case W = Spec(k), and then indicate any necessary modifications
in the general case. In order to do this, we will create a filtration by abelian subcategories on the
category of all finitely generated modules over affine space whose support consists of coordinate
hyperplanes (including the full affine space). Of course, this filtration will induce a filtration of the
K-theory spectra associated to the categories, via application of the localization sequence. This
section is entirely devoted to the analysis of the subquotients in this filtration as modules over the
weak ring spectra K(k) and KG(k). We emphasize that all calculations in this section involve only
modules over weak ring spectra. These calculations will then be used in the next section to draw
conclusions about the derived completions of modules over KG(k), via comparisons such as the ones
performed in [8], section 4.
Let A = A(k) = Spec(k[x1, x2, . . . , xn]) be the n-dimensional affine space over k, with explicit choice
of coordinates xi. Of course, Theorem 7 of [31] tells us that K(A) ∼= K(k). For any 1 ≤ s ≤ n, we
let V (s) denote the hyperplane defined by xs = 0. More generally, let S ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn}, and define
V (S) =
⋂
s∈S
V (s)
For any i, we will let Vi denote the union
Vi =
⋃
#(S)≥i
V (S)
Note that Vi+1 ⊆ Vi. We will also denote by T the scheme A−∪sVs, which is Spec(k[x±11 , . . . , x±1n ].
We will refer to subvarieties of the form V (S) as coordinate subspaces, and the corresponding ideals
as coordinate ideals. Note that the case S = ∅ is included, with the full A as corresponding variety.
Definition 7.1 Let Modi(A) to be the subcategory of finitely generated modules whose support is
contained in Vi. For a set S ⊆ {1, . . . , n} of cardinality i, we also define Modi(A;S) ⊆ Modi(A)
to be the subcategory of modules supported on the subvariety V (S) ∪ Vi+1. We note that all the
categories Modi(A) and Modi(A;S) are abelian categories, and all inclusions are inclusions of Serre
subcategories. Let AS denote the subscheme A −
⋃
s/∈S V (s), and AS ⊆ AS denote the subscheme
{(x1, . . . , xn)|xi = 0 for i ∈ S}. We also let Nil(A;S) denote the category of coherent AS-modules
on which the generators {xi}i∈S act nilpotently.
We clearly have an increasing sequence of subcategories
{0} = Modn+1(A) ⊆ Modn(A) ⊆ Modn−1(A) ⊆ · · · ⊆ Mod1(A) ⊆ Mod0(A) = Mod(A)
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Proposition 7.1 There is a natural functor from the quotient abelian category Mod(A)/Mod1(A)
to the category Mod(T), which induces an equivalence of K-theory spectra.
Proof: This is simply the localization sequence associated to the removal of V1 from V0 A, which
is T. 
We let Φ(A,T) denote the homotopy fiber of the map of K-theory spectra K(A)→ K(T). It follows
readily from Proposition 7.1 above that Φ(A,T) is equivalent to the K-theory spectrum K(Mod1).
Proposition 7.2 There is a filtration of Φ = Φ(A,T) by spectra Φi = Φi(A,T), with
∗ ≃ Φn+1 ⊆ Φn ⊆ Φn−1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Φ2 ⊆ Φ1 = Φ
and so that Φi/Φi+1 ∼= K(Modi(A)/Modi+1(A)).
Proof: The spectra Φi can be taken to be the homotopy fibers of the maps of spectra
K(A)→ K(Mod(A)/Modi(A))

Each inclusion Modi+1(A) →֒ Modi(A) is an inclusion of an abelian subcategory, and it is clear
from the discussion of quotient abelian categories in [38] that the quotient Modi(A)/Modi+1(A)
can be analyzed as follows. For each S with #(S) = i, we may consider the inclusion iS :
Modi(A;S) →֒ Modi(A), and therefore the inclusion of subquotients jS : Modi(A;S)/Modi+1(A) →֒
Modi(A)/Modi+1(A). We may then sum over all S of cardinality i and apply K-theory to obtain
∨
#(S)=i
jS :
∨
#(S)=i
K(Modi(A;S)/Modi+1(A)) −→ K(Modi(A)/Modi+1(A)) (7–6)
This functor is an equivalence since as in the proof of Theorem 5.4 of [31] it can be checked that
the underlying functor is an equivalence of categories. Further, there is a natural equivalence of
abelian categories
Modi(A;S)/Modi+1(A) ≃ Nil(A;S)
and hence equivalences of K-theory spectra of these categories
K(Modi(A;S)/Modi+1(A)) ≃ K(Nil(A;S)) ≃ K(Mod(AS))
The second of the equivalences is proved as in [31] by the devissage principle.
We will also consider the situation of a product of a fixed Noetherian affine schemeW with A and T.
In this case, we define the subcategory Modi(A,W ) ⊆ Mod(A×W ) to consist of all A×W -modules
whose support is contained in π−1(Vi), where π : A×W → A is the projection. There are obvious
analogues Modi(A,W ;S) and Nil(A,W ;S) of Modi(A;S) and Nil(A;S).
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It is further clear from Section 2.2 that all the spectra
K(Modi(A,W )),K(Modi(A,W ;S)), and K(Nil(A,W ;S))
are module spectra over the weak ring spectrum K(A × W ), that all the inclusion and restric-
tion functors induce maps of K(A × W )-module spectra, and therefore that the quotient spec-
tra K(Modi(A,W ))/K(Modi+1(A,W )) are also K(A ×W )-module spectra. It is also clear that
K(Nil(A,W ;S)) is naturally aK(AS×W )-module spectrum, in a way which extends theK(A×W )-
module structure via the map of weak ring spectra K(A×W )→ K(AS ×W ). Moreover, it is clear
that the decomposition of spectra
K(Modi(A,W ))/K(Modi+1(A,W )) ∼=
∨
#(S)=i
K(Nil(A,W ;S)) ∼=
∨
#(S)=i
K(Mod(AS ×W ))
given by the homotopy inverse to the map
∨
#(S)=iK(js) from 7–6 above is also an equivalence
of K(A × W )-module spectra, where the K(A × W ) action on the summand K(Nil(A,W ;S))
and K(Mod(AS ×W )) are obtained by restriction of scalars along the map of weak ring spectra
K(A×W )→ K(AS ×W ).
We next begin the analysis of how this filtration works equivariantly. Let ρ be any monomial k-linear
representation of a finite group G, and let {x1, . . . , xn} denote any basis for the representation space
Vρ in which the representation is monomial. Let ρ : G→ Σn denote the corresponding permutation
representation. As usual, we write A = A(k, ρ) for the associated affine variety, and therefore
on the associated module category. It is clear that the filtration of Mod(A) by the subcategories
Modi(A) is invariant under the action defined by ρ, and we therefore easily obtain a filtration of
ModG(A) by Serre subcategories ModGi (A). The equivariant version of Proposition 7.2 holds. Let
ΦG = ΦG(A,T) denote the homotopy fiber of the map of spectra
KG(A)→ KG(T)
Proposition 7.3 There is a filtration of ΦG by spectra ΦGi = Φ
G
i (A,T), with
∗ ≃ ΦGn+1 ⊆ ΦGn ⊆ ΦGn−1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ ΦG2 ⊆ ΦG1 = ΦG
and so that ΦGi /Φ
G
i+1
∼= KG(Modi(A)/Modi+1(A)).
We will have several categories of A-modules which are closed under the action of G or of subgroups
of G. For each such category, we can then denote its equivariant version with the superscript G,
and define its equivariant K-theory as the K-theory of the equivariant version of the category.
For instance, we will write KG(Modi(A)) for K(Mod
G
i (A)). We now identify the subquotients
ModGi (A)/Mod
G
i+1(A). Let Pi denote the set of subsets of {1, . . . , n} of cardinality i, and let
Pi = o1 ∪ · · · ∪ ot
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be an orbit decomposition, with orbit representatives Sj ∈ oj . Note that for each j, the subcategory
Modi(A; oj) is invariant under the action of G. Then an argument entirely analogous to the non-
equivariant one above shows that
ModGi (A)/Mod
G
i+1(A)
∼=
t∨
j=1
ModGi (A; oj)/Mod
G
i+1(A)
Moreover, it is now easy to see that each summand is described by
ModGi (A; oj)/Mod
G
i+1(A)
∼= ModGji (A;Sj)/Mod
Gj
i+1(A)
where Gj is the stabilizer of the orbit representative Sj, and that further we have an equivalence
of abelian categories
Mod
Gj
i (A, Sj)/Mod
Gj
i+1(A)
∼= NilGj (A;Sj) (7–7)
Also, devissage gives us an equivalence of spectra
K(NilGj (A;Sj)) ∼= KGj(Mod(ASj )) (7–8)
and therefore a decomposition of K-theory spectra
K(ModGi (A))/K(Mod
G
i+1(A))
∼=
t∨
j=1
KGj(Nil(A;Sl)) ∼=
t∨
j=1
KGj(ASj ) (7–9)
The corresponding decomposition for the case of a product with a fixed affine Noetherian scheme
with G-action W
K(ModGi (A,W ))/K(Mod
G
i+1(A,W ))
∼=
t∨
j=1
KGj (Nil(A,W ;Sl)) ∼=
t∨
j=1
KGj (ASj ×W ) (7–10)
follows similarly
We now let G be a profinite group, and let η denote a fixed l-BAR of G. We also let W denote a
continuous Noetherian affine G-scheme. In practice, we will be concerned only with the case where
W = Spec(k), and the G-action is trivial, or the case where G = GF is the absolute Galois group of
an extension F of k, andW = Spec(F ). We wish to analyzeKG(Aη×W ),KG(Tη×W ), and the map
KG(Aη×W )→ KG(Tη×W ). We obtain k-linear representations ρs ·η of G, and the corresponding
varieties Asη and T sη . We also denote the affine coordinate ring of Asη by As. We also defined the
l-th power map θ : As+1η → Asη, which is equivariant.Because the map θ respects the coordinate
axes, it is clear that it carries coordinate ideals into coordinate ideals. From the definition of the
subcategories ModGi , it follows readily that the functor As+1 ⊗
As
− carries ModGi (Asη) ⊆ ModG(Asη)
to the subcategory ModGi (As+1η ) ⊆ ModG(As+1η ). Note that these tensoring functors are exact
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because As+1 is always a flat As-algebra. This permits us to define categories Mod
G
i (Aη) as the
colimits of the systems
· · · → ModGi (As−1η )→ ModGi (Asη)→ ModGi (As+1η )→ · · ·
A more intrinsic way to describe the subcategories of Modi(Aη) described above is as follows. For
any s ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we let V (s) denote the subscheme defined by the ideal (xs, x
1
l
s , x
1
l2
s , . . .). We
can now construct V (S) for S ⊆ {1, . . . , n} as before, and the corresponding module categories of
finitely presented modules supported on the corresponding subschemes as well.
We note that the analyses above apply equally well to a situation where we take products with
a fixed affine Noetherian G-scheme. The arguments from above are adapted in a straightforward
way.
We now have the analogue of the Proposition 7.3. Let ΦG(Aη,Tη) denote the homotopy fiber of
the map
KG(Aη)→ KG(Tη)
Proposition 7.4 There is a filtration of ΦG(Aη,Tη) by spectra ΦGi (Aη,Tη), with
∗ ≃ ΦGn+1(Aη,Tη) ⊆ ΦGn (Aη,Tη) ⊆ ΦGn−1(Aη,Tη) ⊆ · · · ⊆ ΦG2 (Aη,Tη) ⊆ ΦG1 (Aη,Tη) = ΦG(Aη,Tη)
and so that
ΦGi (Aη,Tη)/ΦGi+1(Aη,Tη) ∼= KG(Modi(Aη)/Modi+1(Aη))
Further, for any orbit oj under the action ofG on Pi, As+1 ⊗
As
− carries the subcategory ModGi (Asη, oj)
into the subcategory ModGi (As+1η , oj). It follows that the decompositions 7–10 are respected by the
map θ. We can therefore define subcategories
ModGi (Aη; o) ⊆ ModGi (Aη)
as the colimits of the system of categories
· · · → ModGi (As−1η ; o)→ ModGi (Asη; o)→ ModGi (As+1η ; o)→ · · ·
and we obtain a decomposition
KG(Modi(Aη)/Modi+1(Aη)) ∼=
∨
j=1,...t
KG(Modi(Aη; oj)/Modi+1(Aη)) (7–11)
where {oi, . . . , ot} is an orbit decomposition of the action of G on the subsets of cardinality i of
{1, . . . , n}.
We will now focus on analyzing the effect of the map
K(ModGi (Asη; oj)/ModGi+1(Asη))→ K(ModGi (As+1η ; oj)/ModGi+1(As+1η ))
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induced by θ on the individual factors, so as to understand the groups
π∗K
G(Modi(Aη; oj)/Modi+1(Aη))
We let Sj denote a representative for the orbit oj , and let Gj ⊆ G denote the stabilizer of Sj. We
also have the identifications in 7–7 and 7–8 above, and we wish to identify the effect of θ under
this identification. The category NilGj (Asη;Sj) is described as follows. We suppose that an orbit
representative for the set Sj is the set {1, . . . , i}. If not, perform a reordering of the indexing. The
permutation representation of Gj preserves the decomposition
{1, . . . , i}
∐
{i+ 1, . . . , n} (7–12)
and yields decompositions ρs · η ≃ σs ⊕ τs and ρs+1 · η ≃ σs+1⊕ τs+1, and corresponding decompo-
sitions of schemes with G-action
Asη = Bsη × Csη = A(k, σs)×A(k, τs) (7–13)
for all s. We also remove the coordinate hyperplanes corresponding to the elements of the comple-
ment of Sj , and obtain the variety
Asη = Bsη × Csη = A(k, σs)× T(k, τs)
Moreover, the power map θ = θρ preserves the decomposition, so that we have a commutative
diagram
As+1η Bs+1η × Cs+1η
Asη Bsη × Csη
❄
θρ
✲∼
❄
θσ×θτ
✲∼
of Gj-equivariant schemes. The category Nil
Gj (Asη;Sj) corresponds to the category of all finitely
generated Asη-modules whose support is concentrated on the subscheme {0}×Csη, and similarly for
As+1η . We let As = k[x1, . . . , xi, x±1i+1, . . . , x±1n ], Bs = k[x1, . . . , xi], and Cs = k[x±1i+1, . . . , x±1n ] denote
the corresponding affine coordinate rings, and similarly for s+ 1.
Proposition 7.5 Since the product decompositions 7–13 are equivariant, we have the following.
1. The projections Asη → Csη and As+1η → Cs+1η induce equivalences KGj(Asη) ∼= KGj(Csη) and
KGj (As+1η ) ∼= KGj(Cs+1η ) of weak ring spectra.
2. There are weak equivalences
εs : K
Gj(Csη) ∼−→ K(NilGj (Asη;Sj))
and
εs+1 : K
Gj(Cs+1η ) ∼−→ K(NilGj (As+1η ;Sj))
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of modules over the weak ring spectra KGj(Csη) and KGj(Csη), which is given on π0 byK0(εs)(1) =
[k ⊗
k
Cs], where k is the quotient of Bs by the maximal ideal of the origin, where the group
action on k is by the identity, and on Cs is given by the already prescribed action. The
description of εs+1 is identical.
Proof: The first result follows from the homotopy property in [31]. The second two are straight-
forward devissage arguments. 
Next, we note that by the homotopy property of K-theory, we have equivalences KGj (Spec(k))→
KGj(Bsη) and KGj(Spec(k)) → KGj (Bs+1η ) induced by the projections Bsη → Spec(k) and Bs+1η →
Spec(k), respectively. These equivalences, taken together with the map KGj (Bsη) → KGj (Bs+1η )
induced by θσ, give a map θσ : K
Gj(Spec(k)) → KGj (Spec(k)), which we wish to identify. In
order to do this, we consider a monomial k-linear representation ν of a finite group G, with the
representation space Vν of G equipped with a basis Bν in which the representation is monomial.
Given any vector space V equipped with a basis B, we may construct the symmetric algebra (over
k) S[V ], and factor out the ideal generated by the set {bn}b∈B . We denote this vector space by
Tn(V,B). Note that the construction only depends on the set of lines spanned by the individual
basis elements, and can hence be defined as a functor on the category of vector spaces equipped
with a family of independent and spanning lines. This means that in our context, we can construct
from the representation ν a new representation Tn(ν), which has Tn(Vν , Bν) as its representation
space. We can now describe the map θσ as follows.
Proposition 7.6 The map θσ : K
Gj(k)→ KGj(k) is characterized up to homotopy by the following
two requirements.
1. θσ is a map of K
Gj(k)-modules.
2. π0(θσ)(1) = Tl(σs+1)
Proof: The first statement is immediate since the map KGj(Bsη)→ KGj(Bs+1η ) is a map of KGj (k)-
modules. For the second, we pass to affine coordinate rings. We write
Bs+1η = Spec(Bs+1) = Spec(k[x1, . . . , xi])
with the Gj-action given by an action on the vector space spanned by {x1, . . . , xi}, which is mono-
mial with respect to this basis. We have
Bsη = Spec(Bs) = Spec(k[xl1, . . . , xli])
and the map θσ : Bs+1η → Bsη is given by the evident inclusion Bs →֒ Bs+1. The restriction of the
Gj-action to Bs factors through the homomorphism Gj → Gj . We are interested in the behavior
of the functor Bs+1 ⊗
Bs
− restricted to the category NilGsj (Bsη), the category of modules whose
support is the origin in the affine space Bsη. A devissage argument shows that a generator for
K0(Nil
Gj(Bsη)) is the field k, regarded as a module over Bs via the trivial (zero) action of each
of the generators xlt and as a Gj-representation by declaring the action to be the identity action.
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We now consider Bs+1 ⊗
Bs
k. It can clearly be identified with Bs+1/(x
l
1, . . . , x
l
i), which as a Gj-
representation is isomorphic to Tl(σs+1). It now follows from the homotopy property that this
element in K
Gj
0 (Bs+1η ) is equal to the element [Tl(σs+1)]. 
Corollary 7.1 There is a commutative diagram
K
Gj
i (k) K
Gj
i (C
s
η) Ki(Nil
Gj (Asη;Sj))
K
Gj
i (k) K
Gj
i (C
s+1
η ) Ki(Nil
Gj (As+1η ;Sj))
✲
❄
Tl(σs+1)·
✲εs
❄
Tl(σs+1)·K
Gj
i (θτ )
❄
Ki(Nil
Gj (θρ;Sj))
✲ ✲εs+1
for all i, where εs and εs+1 are isomorphisms.
Proof: This is a simple product calculation, noting that As ∼= Bsη × Csη. 
Corollary 7.2 We let i be an integer between 1 and n, that oj is an orbit of the action of G on
the collection of subsets of cardinality i in {1, . . . , n} with orbit representative Sj , and that Gj is
the stabilizer of Sj . Then we have the following.
1. The graded R[G]-module KG∗ ( Modi(Aη; oj)/Mod i(Aη)) is isomorphic to the colimit of the
system
K
Gj
∗ (C0η)
Tl(σ1)·K
Gj
∗ (θτ )−→ KGj∗ (C1η)
Tl(σ2)·K
Gj
∗ (θτ )−→ KGj∗ (C2η)
Tl(σ3)·K
Gj
∗ (θτ )−→ · · · (7–14)
where σs is the i-dimensional representation of G on the basis elements corresponding to the
subset Sj on the affine space As. It follows that it is isomorphic to the colimit of the system
K
Gj
∗ (Cη) Tl(σ1)−→ KGj∗ (Cη) Tl(σ2)−→ KGj∗ (Cη) Tl(σ3)−→ KGj∗ (Cη) Tl(σ4)−→ · · · (7–15)
2. Let Gj denote the image of Gj under η. Then all of the elements Tl(σs) ∈ R[Gj ] are in the
image of the ring homomorphism R[Gj]→ R[Gj ].
Proof: For part (1), we observe that the colimit (7–14) above can be written as a two parameter
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colimit, of the following form.
K
Gj
∗ (C0η) KGj∗ (C0η) KGj∗ (C0η) · · ·
K
Gj
∗ (C1η) KGj∗ (C1η) KGj∗ (C1η) · · ·
K
Gj
∗ (C2η) KGj∗ (C2η) KGj∗ (C2η) · · ·
...
...
...
✲Tl(σ1)
❄
K
Gj
∗ (θτ )
❄
K
Gj
∗ (θτ )
✲Tl(σ2)
❄
K
Gj
∗ (θτ )
✲Tl(σ3)
✲Tl(σ1)
❄
K
Gj
∗ (θτ )
❄
K
Gj
∗ (θτ )
✲Tl(σ2)
❄
K
Gj
∗ (θτ )
✲Tl(σ3)
✲Tl(σ1)
❄
K
Gj
∗ (θτ )
❄
K
Gj
∗ (θτ )
✲Tl(σ2)
❄
K
Gj
∗ (θτ )
✲Tl(σ3)
This colimit may be computed in iterative fashion, first in the vertical direction and then in the
horizontal. The diagram (7–15) above is obtained from this two parameter diagram by performing
the vertical colimits. For part (2) above, it is clear that the representations σs all factor through
Gj by definition. 
8 Completed equivariant K-theory of Tη
We suppose that we are given an l-BAR η, and construct the spectra Aη and Tη. Also let W be a
Noetherian approximable continuous affine G-scheme, as in the previous section. We wish to prove
that the map
θ : KG(k) ∼= KG(Aη ×W )→ KG(Tη ×W )
induces an equivalence on derived completions at the homomorphism
ǫ : KG(k)→ Hl
where Hl denotes the mod l Eilenberg spectrum. In order to do this, it will suffice to prove that
the map
Hl
∼= KG(Aη ×W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl
θ∧id−−−→ KG(Tη ×W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl
is an equivalence of spectra by Proposition 2.20. This analysis will require the filtrations discussed
in Section 7. The computations there were exclusively using the weak ring spectra and mod-
ules constructed from Waldhausen’s S.-construction. In order to apply those results, we have to
construct the KG-counterparts to the spectra KG(Modi(−)) and KG(ModGi (−)/ModGi+1(−)). To
begin, we suppose that we are given a monomial representation l-BAR of G , and the corresponding
actions of G on Asη and T sη . In Section 7, we defined the abelian subcategories ModGi (Aη ×W )
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of the category ModG(Aη ×W ). We now define abelian categories Qi to be the quotient abelian
categories ModG(Aη ×W )/ModGi (Aη ×W ). Each of the categories Qi admits a strictly associative
and coherently commutative tensor produce, and so is therefore suitable input to the Elmendorf-
Mandell machine. Consequently, we may construct commutative KG(k)-algebras KG(Qi), and we
have natural homomorphisms KG(Qi) → KG(Qi−1) of such algebras. We now define the module
MGi (Aη ×W ) over KG(k) to be the homotopy fiber of the map
KG(k)(Aη ×W )→ KG(Qi)
The localization theorem in Waldhausen theory shows that MGi (Aη × W ) has the same homo-
topy type as K(ModGi (Aη ×W )) as a weak module spectrum over KG(Aη ×W ). We now have
natural homomorphisms of KG(k)-modules MGi+1(Aη × W ) → MGi (Aη × W ), and we can con-
struct their cofibers MGi (Aη ×W )/MGi+1(Aη ×W ) to obtain KG counterparts to the subquotients
KG(ModGi (Aη×W )/ModGi+1(Aη×W )). We also want to construct KG-counterpartsMGi (Aη×W ; o)
to the spectra KG(ModGi (Aη×W ; o)) where o is any orbit under the action of G on the collection of
subsets of cardinality i of {1, . . . , n}. In order to do this, we proceed as above by letting Qi(o) de-
note the quotient abelian category ModG(Aη×W )/ModGi (Aη×W ; o), and definingMGi (Aη×W ; o)
to be the homotopy fiber of the map KG(k)→ KG(Qi(o)). We may apply the KG case to conclude
that there is a decomposition
MGi (Aη ×W )/MGi+1(Aη ×W ) ∼=
∨
o
MGi (Aη ×W ; o)/MGi+1(Aη ×W ) (8–16)
We now have the following Proposition concerning these modules.
Proposition 8.1 There are natural maps KG(Aη ×W )→ Qdim(η)+1 → Q1 → KG(Tη ×W ).
1. The map KG(Aη×W )→ Qdim(η)+1 is an equivalence of spectra, so we have MGdim(η)+1(Aη×
W ) ≃ ∗.
2. The map Q1 → KG(Tη ×W ) is an equivalence of spectra, so MG1 (Aη ×W ) is equivalent to
the homotopy fiber of the map KG(Aη ×W )→ KG(Tη ×W ).
Proof: For item (1), we note that the category ModGdim(η)+1(Aη ×W ) consists only of the zero
module, from which (1) follows. For (2), Q0 consists of all modules on Aη×W for which the support
consists of coordinate subspaces, including the zero subspace. The localization is equivalent to the
category of free modules over Tη ×W . 
Proposition 8.2 In order to prove that the map
Hl
∼= KG(Aη ×W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl
θ∧id−−−→ KG(Tη ×W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl
is an equivalence of spectra, it will suffice to prove that
MGi (Aη ×W ; o)/MGi+1(Aη ×W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl
∼= ∗
for all i = 1, . . . , n and all orbits o of the action of G on the subsets of cardinality i of {1, . . . , n}.
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Proof: Since by Proposition 8.1, MG1 (Aη ×W ) is equivalent to the homotopy fiber of the map
KG(Aη ×W )→ KG(Tη ×W )
it will clearly suffice to prove that
MG1 (Aη ×W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl ≃ ∗
But we have a diagram of module spectra
∗ ≃MGdim(η)+1(Aη ×W )→ MGdim(η)(Aη ×W )→ · · · →MG2 (Aη ×W )→MG1 (Aη ×W )
from which it is clear that it suffices to prove that
MGi (Aη ×W )/MGi+1(Aη ×W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl ≃ ∗
for i = 1, 2, . . . , dim(η). The result now follows easily from the decomposition (8–16) above. 
Corollary 8.1 To prove that
Hl
∼= KG(Aη ×W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl
θ∧id−−−→ KG(Tη ×W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl
is an equivalence, it will suffice to prove that the groups
Tor
R[G]
j (πk(M
G
i (Aη ×W ; o)/MGi+1(Aη ×W )),Fl)
vanish for all i = 1, . . . , n, and all j, k, and o.
Proof: Follows immediately from Proposition 2.21. 
Let η denote an n-dimensional l-BAR of G, and consider an orbit o under the action of G on the
subsets of order i of {1, . . . , n}. Let H be the stabilizer of one orbit representative in o. We now
have a commutative diagram
H Σi × Σn−i ⋉ Znl
G Σn ⋉ Z
n
l
❄
ι
✲j
❄
✲k
(8–17)
and corresponding diagram of representation rings
Rˆl[Σn ⋉ Z
n
l ; Σn] Rˆl[G;QG] Rl[G]
Rˆl[Σi × Σn−i ⋉ Znl ; Σi × Σn−i] Rˆl[H,QH ] Rl[H]
❄
✲
❄ ❄
✛ ∼
✲ ✛ ∼
(8–18)
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where the quotients QG and QH are the images of the composites
G
k−→ Σn ⋉ Znl → Σn
and
H
j−→ Σi × Σn−i ⋉ Znl → Σi × Σn−i
The right hand horizontal maps are isomorphisms since the groups QG and QH are finite l-groups,
by Proposition 6.3. We draw the following consequence of Proposition 7.2.
Proposition 8.3 The R[G] -module πk(M
G
i (Aη ×W ; o)/MGi+1(Aη ×W )) is of the form
M
×r0−→M ×r1−→M ×r2−→M ×r3−→ · · ·
where
1. M is a module over R[H].
2. Each rj is a representation of dimension divisible by l
3. Each rj is the pullback along j of a representation ρi of Σi × Σn−i ⋉ Znl .
Proof: The first follows from Part (1) of Corollary 7.2, with M = K
Gj
i (Cη). The second follows
because the construction Tl used in Proposition 7.2 always yields dimension a multiple of l. The last
statement follows since the representations σs are pulled back along a homomorphism to Σi ⋉ Z
i
l,
which is a subgroup of Σi ×Σn−i ⋉ Znl . 
Corollary 8.2 There exists an M so that for all i, the product ri · ri+1 · · · · · ri+M−1 · ri+M lies in
the submodule (l) + IG ·R[H].
Proof: We note that each ρi has dimension divisible by l, and it readily follows that
ρi ∈ (l) + IΣi×Σn−i⋉Znl
It follows from Corollary 6.4 that there is an M so that
ρi · ρi+1 · · · · · ρi+M−1 · ρi+M ∈ ((l) + IΣn⋉Znl + ((l) + IΣi×Σn−i)∞)R[Σi × Σn−i ⋉ Znl ]
Referring to the diagram 8–18 above, we have
j∗(ρi · ρi+1 · · · · · ρi+M−1 · ρi+M ) = ri · ri+1 · · · · · ri+M−1 · ri+M
and therefore that
ri · ri+1 · · · · ri+M−1 · ri+M ∈ ((l) + IG + ((l) + IQH )∞)R[H]
But by Proposition 6.3, Part (5), the ideal ((l) + IQH )
∞ is equal to the zero ideal, since QH an
l-group. It now follows that ri · ri+1 · · · · · ri+M−1 · ri+M ∈ (l) + IGR[H]. 
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Corollary 8.3 The groups Tor
R[G]
t (πk(M
G
i (Aη ×W ; o)/MGi+1(Aη ×W )),Fl) vanish for all t.
Proof: Multiplication by an element of (l) + IG annihilates Tor
R[G]
i (M,Fl). 
This corollary now yields the following.
Proposition 8.4 The groups π∗(M
G
i (Aη ×W ; o)/MGi+1(Aη ×W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl) are all trivial.
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.21. 
Corollary 8.4 The map KG(Aη ×W )→ KG(Tη ×W ) induces an equivalence
KG(W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl → KG(Aη ×W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl → KG(Tη ×W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl
Proof: Immediate from Proposition 7.4, and the decomposition 7–11. 
9 The main theorem
We are now in position to prove our main theorem.
Proposition 9.1 Let G be a totally torsion free profinite l-group, and let W be any Noethe-
rian approximable continuous affine G-scheme. Then the natural map of KG(k)-module spectra
KG(W )→ KG(EG ×W ) induces an equivalence
KG(W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl → KG(EG×W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl
Proof: Since EG is an infinite product of continuous affine G-schemes of the form Tη, the equivari-
ant K-theory of EG×W can be expressed as a colimit of spectra of the form KG(Tη×W ). Corollary
8.4 asserts that the map
KG(W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl → KG(Tη ×W ) ∧
KG(k)
Hl
is an equivalence. The construction − ∧
KG(k)
Hl commutes with colimits, and the result therefore
follows. 
Theorem 9.1 Let G and W be as above, then there are equivalences of spectra
KG(W )∧ǫ
∼→ KG(EG×W )∧ǫ ∼= K(EG ×
G
W )∧l
well defined up to homotopy, and natural in W .
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Proof: Follows directly from Proposition 2.21, Corollary 5.3 and Proposition 2.16. 
Corollary 9.1 Let G = GF denote the absolute Galois group of a field F containing k, so that GF
is a pro-l group and so that l is prime to the characteristic of k. Let F denote the algebraic closure
of G, equipped with the defining GF -action. Then there are natural equivalences of spectra
KG(k)∧ǫ
∼→ KG(EG)∧ǫ ∼= K(EG/G)∧l
and spectra
K(F )∧l
∼= KG(F )∧ǫ ∼→ KG(EG× Spec(F ))∧ǫ ∼= K(EG ×
G
Spec(F ))∧l
Proof: We simply apply Theorem 9.1 in the cases W = Spec(k) and W = Spec(F ). The left hand
equivalence in the case W = Spec(F ) is proved in Corollary 5.4. 
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